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SIMPLE SERVICE
THIS AFTERNOON

•

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING,
MAY 29. 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

President and Governor Attend McKinley Burial

Tw,,nty

Thousands of People Pass Throug
h
Room and View Face of Their
Friend.

J

TROOPS MOVING
AGAINST REBELS

10 CENTS PER WEEK

CAN THEY PASS HIM?

DECORATION DAY
TO BE QUIET HERE

Thousand Chinese
are in Arms

Baseball Game and Gun Club
Meet are Planned

Missionaries Are Fleeing for Their
Lives and Whole Province Is
•
Terrified,

LEAD KINDLY LIGHT 18 012NG.

FOUR AMERICANS

IN

How Nletropolis and Itrookport, tu.
Will Observe National Holiday
Tomorrow.

DANGER.
BANKS AND

No Funeral Dirge, But .Quickstep
Played For This Lotie Sick _couple

MORNING PAPER
WILL BE STARTED

•t

TO CLOW&

Canton, 0., May 29.— President
Hong Kong, May. 29.—Two
large
Roosevelt, Governor Harris and othdetachments of troops are now on
Tomorrow is Decoration day and IC
er notables are here today attending
their way from Swatow, shipping into
will be quietly observed in Paducah.
THE WEATHER.
the funeral of Mrs. William McKinthe
rebellio
us sections of Kwantung
The railroad shops, banks and post
Showers tonight and probably no
province, ready to meet armed rebley. The services commenced at 2:30 decided changes
office will be closed, the postotfice
in temperature. The
o'clock this afternoon.
keeping the same hours as Sunday
highest temperature yesterday was els and put down the uprising. It Is
feared the task is greater than the
with one delivery in the morning. The
07; lowest today, ME
Thousands Pay Respect.
general delivery wndow will be open
Washingten, May 20.—The weath- troops can accomplish. It is reportCanton, unto., May 29.—Banke'd
er bureau finally promisee relief from ed fully 311.000 are in revolt. Not
front 9 to ikt o'clock in the morning.
with flowers on every side,
Many mercantile firms will close at
whose the present almost unprecedeuted sea- since the Boxer uprising has China
fragrance filled not only the room in son of
the noon hour.
cold weather in a forecast is- faced such a serious revolt.
which the body of Mrs. McKinley lay` sued today.
..At Cairo a great crowd is expected,
The bureau says it will he
but the entire house and was wafted warmer
Missionaries Flee.
several excursion trains being run
tonight in .the .middle and
as incense to the throng of people south Atlanti
Swatow, China, May 29.—MissionInto that city. The Illinois Central
c states and upper Ohio
waiting In line to enter the residence, valley. Heavy
will run two, one starting at Jackson.
snows in Siberia are aries from the Interior districts are
the casket was pase.d by thousands charged
Tenn., and going via Fulton, and anby the weather bureau with flocking here, fearing for their lives
of people yesterday.
In
the present uprising. The German
responsibility for the chilling weathother starting at Mayfield and coming
Cantonians paid their tribute in er, which has kept
through Paducah.
practically all mission at Lichung is said to have
the best way they -ould since by re- northern states
Railroad shop employes will spend
shivering during the been destroyed. It is feared the upquest it had 'been denied them the usually pleasant
the day in various ways. Some will
month of May, Un- rising may assume an anti-foreign
privilege Of any funeral decorations usual winds, chilled
complex
ion.
go on a fishing expedition, while othby heavy snow,
In the city or any general municipal is said to have
Secretary nett not only h•s fhe inside,
--ers will bo to the fair ground range
but there isn't much outside left.
jeaped over the natuparticipation In the ceremonies. It ral harriers of mountains
Americana in Peril.
to organize a rifle and revolver club.
and swept
—Bartholomew in Minneapolis Journal,
was estimated that 8,0010 people this country.
New York May 29.-- Four mispassed through the McKinley home
sionaries of the Presbyterian hoard
Baseball Game Tomorrow.
yesterday.
of foreign missions are now stationReal sport will he enjoyed DecoraFor three hours *the aged, some of
HARGIS CASE.
ed at Lienchow, according to a statetion doy,-Thoreday, May In; when
Sandy Hook, Ky., May 29.—
whom had known
ment made at the offices of the board
Mrs. McKinley
the High school baseball team lines
A special judge has not as yet
from childhood, middle aged and a
in this city today. They are the Rev.
up against a team composed of the
been appointed to try the Hargis
throng of school children paid silent
John S. Cunkle, who recently returnyoung business men of the city.
feud
cases.
but sorrowful tribute to the woman
Even if one is (aped to Lienehow after a furlough in
Great interest Is being manifested as
pointed no one is here representthey loved. Mothers carrying babes
Engiand: the Rev. Rees F. Edwards
to. what will be the outcome. The
white
throne.
Rather
they
have waft- woke her out of a
lug the presecution. It is the
and his wife, and Miss Elda Patteron their arms waited two hours In
sound sleep short- High school lads have gotten away
Man and Woman Lie Down to Die ed themselves away to escape judgly after midnight and
general impression that an atson. They have been In the mission
line for their turn to pass through
said they were with everything that crossed their
ment
in the court of Judge Cross. going to
But Doctor and Stomach
tempt to convict the Hargis facfield so long that their home addressthe house.
die together. Then they path this season and
Pum p They had entered into the first stages
they do not Inswallowed the sleeping
tion, of the daeksion assassinaes are not accessible at the office of
The casket rested In the room and
Restore Them and They Run From of the sleep that knows
potion and tend to be defeated at the windup of
no waking laid down together,
tion will be abandoned, as many
the board in this city.•
in the same place where the body of
leaving the note the season. On the other hand the
when the doctor arrived, but it was in a
Police.
trials have been practically withNot With German, Missions.
President McKinley was placed while
conspicuous place. The Martin other team is confide
nt of victory,
nothing more sentimental than a woman
out result. commonwealth's AtSince the outbreak of 1905 the
in the family home.
summoned Patrolmen Clark Play will begin at 3:30 o'clock.
etomach pump that, crowned this fl- and
For
Presbyt
torney
Howell, who in turn
erian missions at Lienchow
Vaughan has wired, howHanging on the walls in the room
summoned the High school Fisher or Bagby will
nal act of unholy love. it was unhap- Dr.
have been re-established, but are not
Horace Rivers. Emetics and
ever, that he will be here to pros
are photographs of President McKinpitch.
a
py Emma Martin, too, whose house stomach
connected in any way with the Ger- SWALLOWED MORPHINE DOSE.
pump were introduced,
ley, Senator Hanna and framed docecute.
The line-up of the "Paducah
and
had to be the scene of this serio-corn- in a short
man mission, the destruction of
uments received by the president durtime
the couple were out Specials" is: Dunbar, P.;
city—Emma, whose landlord was fin- of
Harbour,
danger.
which
is
The
reporte
ing his Illustrious career.
d at Berlin.
HARRIMAN RELENTS.
police returned this c.; McKee, lb.: Howell, 2b.;
,
ed op her account, and whose house mornin
Draftee-,
g to arrest the love-sic
No information of the trouble at
Mew York, May tn.—After
Brie( Funeral Services.
as.;
k
Eaker, 3b.; Luttrell, rf.; Burpair,
No funeral liege will- mock the ears area the scene of a myaterielts night but they
letenchow has been received from the
had fled. Martin is said
having caused the prosecution of
Funeral services this afternoon,
to ton, c.f.; Williams, If. Gime called
of Charlie Martin and May- Hutchin- blaze, a short time ago. The couple he a
Presbyterian missionaries.
ruerried man.
Fra.ik Hill, his former rontidenwhich began at 2 o'clock, were simat 3 p in.
son, who left a note giving minute
Oat
stenogr
ple and brief. Dr. _Buxton, present
apher, who gave out
'Five American missionaries were Instruct
ions concerning a proposed
his famous; "Where Do I Stand"
pastor of the First Methodist Episkilled in Lienchow October 28, 1905,•
joint burial, swallowed morphine and
Brookport Will Decorate.
letter, ethic!) involved him in
copal church, and Dr. Holmes, former
and a hospital and other missionary
Brookport, Ill., May 29 —(Special)'
laid down to sleep in each other's
a hot dispute with President
pastor, have charge. Four musical
property were destroyed. Indemnity arms. They
—G. A. R. veterans, Red Men and
have gone heece, hut
Rootsevfet, E. 11. Harriman toselections were sung at the service.
for the loss of life and property was not
Daughters of Pocahontas will jointly
to face judgment before the great
day begged for clemency for the
paid by the Chinese government earThe same music as was used at the
S
decorate graves in the cemetery tostenographer, when he pleaded
ly in January of the present year.
funeral of the late president, "Beaumorrow, meeting at 8:30 o'clock at
guilty to making the letter pubtiful isle of Somewhere," "Lead
Red Men's hall and marching to the
lk. Hill escaped under sumpendKindly Light" and "Nearer My God
COLORED TENEMENT IS
cemetery. where Captain E. Baugh,
ed sentence.
to Thee" were rendered by a quarwill deliver an oration. At night the
BURNED AT BROOKPf)RT
Mrs.
John
J.
Dorian'
s
private
tet.
Cairo, Ill., May 29.-1Sp
ecial) -- Red Men will hold memorial serschool will close June 12 after a most
A duet, "The Angel," by RubenPoliceman Wallace was shot
RAPH.11.1 ADSleiGH.
Brookport, Ill., May 29—(Speeial)
successful year's work. The average
through vices at the Christian church and
stein, also was sung.
the right leg above the
Tangier, May 29.—Itaisuli,
--Fire, of unknown origin, destroyed
"knee, last Captain Flatigh will preach the memoattenda
nce
through
out
the
year
has
In the funeral cortege to the cemnight by Ed Mitchell, colored
the noted bandit, is expected
, whom rial sermon.
been- 3to and the demand for a firsta frame tenement on Water street,
etery the president's carriage followhe was trying to arrest
moon to become military advisor
for
lighting
class
private
.
school
seems to be The
1111
owned by J. L. Messie. The 'building
ed the family carriage; next in order
wound is considered not serious.
to the sultan. Negotiations to
At Metropolis.
Promised That Publication Will Have growing. A picnic will take the place
were the officials representing state
Policemen Wallace and
was worth about 1500. It was Occuthis effect are in progress. HaleThe
Riggle went
only observance of Decoration
of commencement exercises and a fine to
and city. The ritual service at the
the house where Mitchell
nil
made overtures to the
Full Associated Press Reports and outing
pied by cOlore..1 families.
was cre- day In Metropolis, besides a baseball
is anticipated.
The Alpha ating the
vault In West Lawn was brief. Pressultan,
disturb
ance, Wallace tak- game, will Ge the decoration of
club, composed of some of the pupils, ing
the
He
it
ident Roosevelt
'ompetent
his Mallon at the baek
Editorial
will
immediately
COUNTY LEAGUE MEETS
door,while graves of war veterans In the cemt3wit give an entertainment with a set Riggle
thereafter go to his train and leave
knocked at the front door. tery. There Is
AT CX)IlleTY COURT HOUSE.
BURLINGTON INCREASE.
Hands,
no G. A. R. post here,
program Friday. June 7.
for Indianapolis.
Mitchell ran out back and
Omaha, May 29.—Salary adMao1 point but the veterans will gather at MagMary's
St.
Academ
y.
blank
Vice President Fairbanks arrived
at
the
policem
The Anti-Saloon League of Mcan. Mitchell es- istrate Thomas Liggett's office at 9
vances, averaging len per cent
St. Mary's academy will close this caped.
last evening. Mrs. Fairbanks, on acCrecken county will meet at the
were granted by the Burlington
o'clock and proceed to the cemetery.
year on June 19. There are three
count of illness, was unable to cope.
court house next Saturday at 2 p. m. WILL FILL LONG FELT WANT. graduates and
railway over the entire system.
the usual elaborate
Governor Harris and other state offi•
New York, May 29.—The
Addresses will be delivered and offiAll employes chart- in the adprogram will be arranged. The year
big liner PUBLICATION IN THE SUN
cials are here.
Kaiser Wilhelm, Der Grosse,
cers of the organization for next
advance except trainmen, whom,
has been successful with the acadewhich
FINDS
MRS. PEARL KNIGHT
went aground in the mud
Year will be elected. The program
pay is fixed by conference, and
near Sandy
my both In enrollment and in the
e—
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY
Hook last night, was floated
Paducah is soon to have a morning work done
for the league for next year also will
telegrephers, who recently reThrough a publication in The Sun
at high
by the pupils.
DOESN'T WANT CITY WIRES
tide this morning and
be discussed and all the members paper, so It is stated on what seems
ceived advances.
proceeded to Mrs. Pearl Knight, a milliner, was
dock at Hoboken.
and friends of the organization have to be reliable authority. It is. underfound. She had been residing here
YOUNG
MAN
Complaint is being made by the
SLAPP
ED
HIS
stood
that the new enterprise will be
been urged to attend.
but disappeared'. An attorney in LitTHE BIG MILL.
Cumberland
Telephone
company
headed by one of the most successful
FEMTNINK
tle Rock desired to learn her whereTonopan, Nev., May 29.—Minattack
against the cite's use of Its poles for
on
a
young
COMPANI.n woman by a
newspaper nien in the country, and
abouts in order to secure informaing camps are in a flutter of exstringing the highly charged electric
further that the people of Paducah stalwart young man at Fourth andj
tion leading to the location of Joel
citemen
over
t
Schreck
the
-Park
wires. The officials say it is dangerwill not be asked to take a dollar's Tennessee streets yesterday afterRandle. A reader of The Sun saw
tight, Whial Will, take place here
one and the city probably will
be
worth of stock in the concern. It Is noon between 4 and 5 o'clock caused!
mention of the attorney's letter of
Decoration (lay. Advance sales
compelled to erect poles of its own
great
a
deal
excitem
of
ent,
and besaid that the gentleman who will be
inquiry to Chief of Police James ColIndicate a large attendance. Roth
in charge of the new paper has been fore a policeman could arrive, the
ons, and telephoned Mrs. KniehCe
men
Sr.'
prime
in
conditi
on
and
DEMAND ROOSEVICLT RUN AGAIN
The couple walked
quietly canvassing the situation for two, had fled
residence, in Donaldsonville, Ga.
betting is at about even
y
the last several weeks, and he Is alai; Fourth street quarreling
At
court
It
Michigan Senate Adopts Resolution
house
Intersec
the
tion
Roof
of
Tenness
ee street
)(mete( From Exquoted by a prominent local business
TWO DF.Elt IN PARK ZOO
for Second Elective Term.
Big Initiation, Out-of-Town Knights man as having expressed the opinion they stopped and their voices became
ALL CASES GO,
pioding
Tinner'e Furnace and
FROM HENRY BIEDERMAN.
Frankfort, Ky., May 29.—
Lansing. Mich,, May 29.—The state
that Paducah afforded a better op- loud, ending in the boy slapping the
Taking Part, Will Be Followed
Two deer were added to the Wal(s1ecial)—The court of appeals
senate winged a resolution demandening for a first class, up-to-date girl several times. Their identity
Daninge Will Amount to
Thou- lace park zoo today. They belong to
decides that all of the Hargis
ing that President Roosevelt be reBy Grand Function at Palmer morning newspaper than any other could not be learned by the police.
Mr. Henry Biederman. who has kept
sands
cases go to Elliott county on the
of
elected for a second elective term.
Dollars
,
<thy in the United States. It is said
them for some time in his private
change of
House.
venue granted by
Interesting Proopeuu.
that Paduc.ah is the only city in the
park at Brookport. The traction
Judge Carnes. The point has
Youthful Couple Married.
This morning an interesting musiUnited- States of her size that is withcompany built a small park for the
been raised that Jaalle/1 Hargis
Fulton, Ky., May 29—Miss Blanche
out a morning paper carrying the As- cal program wee given by the pupils
Townsend, the pretty daughter of
al
• having been charged. the
sociated Press dispatches or some at opening exercise at the High ROOKS AND RECORDS SAVED. deer and they will doubtless attract
WILL
a great deal of attentitin, being easy'
TENT
ITS
CAPACITY. telegraphic news service. The need of school. The program was: Piano duet,
teases of the other defendante
Mrs. Beti- Norman, was secretly marto make friends with and perfectly
ried several days ago to Michael
were not included in the order of
such a paper in this city has long Miss Adah Brazeiton and Mr. Will
harmless. Mr. Biederman will let the
"7Ones, a well-known young resident
the court.
been rechgnized by the business men Reddick; vocal solo, Felix St. John;
Metropolis, III., May 29—(Special) deer remain in Wallace park all the
of Mayfield. Ky. The bride, who is
of Paducah, and it is said that those vocal solo. "He's a Cousin of Mine,"
On a settle as yet unattempted in
—While tinners, working on the
still wearing abbreviated skirts, did
who
Sights;
Ethel
roof summer.
vocal duet, "Cotton
have been interviewed on the
MAIFIELD FIRE.
Paducah will be the banquet to be
of the Massae county court house,
not want the marriage to become
--subject have given hearty assurances Blossoms," Ethel Sights and 1,m-7Mayfield, Ky.. May 211—(Spewere at dinner about 11 o'clock
given June 16 by the local council,
known, so the youthful husband was
Will Repreitent "Motor Age."
this
of support. The value of a Ai-et-class ette Soule, and vocal solo by 'David
cfn1)— to exploding larnp calvKnights of Columbus. The main
morning, their furnace on top of the
Mr. William Parham has accepted
prevailed upon to leave her at her
morning newspaper to a city can not Yeiser. assisted by chorus.
ed a fire hi the reeidenee or omr
building exploded and set fire to
dining room at the Palmer
House be overestimated, and the absence
mother', home, while he returned to
the a position as eastern representative
car Turner. West Broadway, last
of
will seat 225 and the cafe will be
dry shingles which underlaid the tin. for the "Motor Age," of
Mayfield,
such an' institution in Paducah has
Chicago,
night, which diumwed
Little Mild Dim.
the
For a time It appeared that the
neoeirsary to accommodate the remain long
whole foremost automobile magazine pubbeen one of the city's greatest
structure to the extent of elloou.
Horace
Nathani
el,
the seven- structure was doomed
ing 25 or 5.0 who will attend. The needs.
, Nut good lished in the United States, and will
Mrs. John Clements,
While The Sun is not at IIG-= months-old son of Mr and Mrs. .1. R.
The bowie wee burned nearly
work on the part of the fire fighters leave this week for Chicago
date originally set for the Initiation erty to
Madison, Ind., May 29.— Mn.
disclose the name of the gen- Wolkewitz, the latter formerly Miss
to asdown. Mine Turner was ill and
saved
the building after half
of the claire of 50 and the banquet, tleman
John Clements died at 9 o'clock yesthe sume the duties. He will be In charge
who will be at the head of Henri (Nark of title My, died
Mr. Turner had hoe lighted (be
this
roof had been consumed, and
was June 9. On June jiG, J. S. the
terday morning, aged SC She was the
the of New York state and Pennsylvania.
new enterprise, it is understood morning at it o'clock at their home,
lamp In the kitchen and gone
prompt officers quickly locked
Leahy. state deputy
of
Missouri. that the policy of the paper will
widow of John Clements, the starch
all theland will also be representative for
into her room, where the temp
be 7107 Page boulevard, Pt. bouts, of records
In the vault in the clerk', the "Motor.- a New York
with a team of eight, anti delegations of an ebsolute
manufacturer. Three sons, William
ly independent charac- whooping cough and bronchitis. The
exploded.
publicao ffice. Consequently, damage is
front Cairo, Morganfield
and
Bt. ter, and that Its columns will be free funeral will take
inon devoted to motorboats, automoe
and Thomas, of this city, and Jenee,
place
tomorr
ow
at
ite
edin
hotwteheen bu4
Louis will be present to assist the of persona antagonisms
s lidoiag
n o Itself,
$0101101c
o.
h ewl
1 1 biles and motorcycles.
of Memphigf, Tenn., survive.
oy.
l
and abuse St. Louts.
In Pollee Court.
h
local council. Cairo is expected to for the business organit
and
-- •
-atiens and
,Tine Boas, colored, was fined 120 send 150. The initiation will be held
wed ;by insurance. Resides 'replacing
Complaining 1gainitt Mom
business men who are striving for the
Wed at Metropolis.
Hew In Grand Jury.
the roof, the walls will have to
and creep tills morning In police court In the attecnoon at the Red Men's
Residents In the neighborhood of
be
upbuilding of the city and Mate. even
James McBride, of the MergenthalJohn Bulger, who was arrested at
for mile, profane laustitage and *clpractically replaced, as water soak- Thirteenth
the morntng being spent in ser- though there might arise differen
and Ohio streets, totiaT
er-Horton Basket company, and Miss
Hallow
ces
Rock.
Tenn.,
several
weeks
ing otherwise In a dleorderly manner vitqa at the church
Eel everything in Its way. Every room made complai
Cairo will have U? opinion at times.
Myrtle Leasure, were married at the
nt of boys throwing
ago,
for
carryin
g
a
conceal
weapon
ed
, was flooded, except the
near tbe uniou elation. He was the charge of the first degree work: Mor(smile lied rorks promiscuously In that
State hotel. Metropolis, today by
'has returned to Padueali. He was not
neighonly offender in police court this gantielel second degree, and
the
0
the
boo
d
ka
s
ma
been
hn wsopdromptly re- borhood Seaeral windows
St. Louis
Mr. Sam ()Ivens went to Hardin held to the grand jury and
'Squire LIIRP4t.
have been
execute
d
morning.
third degree,
would have been broken and persons narrowl
this morning on business.
bond for his appearance.
y mloiset$
inestimable.
by the flying stones.
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SHOPS

K. OF C. BANQUET
SWELLEST EVER

GREAT SUCCESS
SHOT POLICEMAN
WAS SCHOOL YEAR AND MADE ESCAPE

MASSAC COUNTY
HAS FIRE LOSS

-:-.440.2.•

PIGF. TWO

,

THE PAMIC H (EVENTN6- STJN.

POWHATAN TRIBE
NEVER NUMEROUS

V.

rrINESDAY, MAY

WAS PRIEST A SPY_
THE CHANGE OF
LIFE
Sensible Advice to Women from firs. Henry Lee,
OF TURK'S SULTAN

!thin when the defection came about
two months ago. The three men established friendly relations with the
priesit for some unknown reason, else
hey were eeentingly hard pressed for
tends sad .in no position to entertain
the poor priest.
firs. Fred Certia and firs. Pinkham.
The murder, evidently in fulfilment
of a carefully worked out plet, folSomething About Famous Ab
Motive of His Murder Point to lows and the three men disappear.
The only one sjf the three men seen
origines of Virginia
This Conclusion
after the date fixed for the murder
was well supplied with funds, whereas two days before be had been
liescentlants Limited To Few Holt
It is Known Three Fugitives Are evicted from his lodgings for nonpayment of rent. The other two had
Breeds Alone, Riven, of New
Members of Armenian Revolubeen scanning steamship schedules in
Dominion.
tionary Societyy,
anticipation of a European trip.
For years Father Caspar visited
cities in the United States with ArU1STORY OF THESE INDIA \ •-•
MYSTERY CONFRONTS POLICE menian quarters, going ite far west
as San Francisco, and b'ees ma famiear, with the prominent men and
families of all these quarters. For
Washington, May 29.--The confedNew York, May 29.— The murder the past three years he has made hie
eracy of Powhatan, father of Pocaof the aged and wandering priest of headquarters about New York.
Just ask for "Santa Fe Summer
hontas, was comparatively small and
the Armentan-Greek church, Father
Tour books."
terrioccupied only a narrow strip of
MRS. FRED CERTIA
MRS HENRY LEE
Caspar, revealed by the startling "Chambers, Gen. Agi,
Geo,
C
tory on the west•batik of the Potocover). of Ills body in an abandoned
A. T. & S. F. Ry.,
•
Owing to modern methods of living are pansing through Change of Life. For
mac and Chesapeake Hay front
soy N. Seventh Si, St. Louis.
trunk at 333. West Thirty-seventh
Dot one woman in a thousand apseveral months I surf eyed (rum hot rlasties,
Georgetown in the tiorth to Norfolk proaches
this perfectly natural change extreme nervousness, headache and &Jeep- street, was only clouded in greater
in the outit and extended westward without experiencing a train of very leersness I had no appetite and couliT not mystery by the investigations of the
I had made up my mind there was
National League.
as far as an imaginary line drawn annoying and sometimes paint u I sleep.
no help for me until I began to use Lydia po:ice and others today. MIP
R H E
Robbery, which at first seemed to
north and south from Frederick, Yid., symptoms.
E. Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound, may
This
is
the
critical
most
of
period
.....
Cincinnati
........
symptoms
ceased,
it
bad
me
brought
and
2
9
5
furnish a sordid
reason
for the
to Petersburg, Va. The present state
her whole existence and every woman safely through the danger period, built
10 9 A
of Virginia has an area of 42,627 who neglects the care of her health : up my system and I am in excellent health. crime, was practically abandoned as Chicago
Batteries— Essick
and Schlei;
square miles. The authority of Pow- at this time invites disease and pain.
I consider Lydia B. Pinkham's Vegetable a primary motive and in its place
When her system is in a deranged Compound unsurpareked for women during appears the deep intrigue and melee- Brown and Kling.
hatan extended over only about onetrying period of life."
tees vengeance of an international
. square condition or she is predisposed to thisMrs.
fifth of that area, or 8,4-u0
Now located at
Henry Lee, 60 Winter Street, political plot for the overthrow of the
R H E
miles, and the Indians under his Juris apoplexy or congestion of any organ, New Haven, Conn., writes:
the tendency is at this p e riod
Turkish rule over Christian coun- New York 9 13 1
diction constituted but one of many likely to become active and with a Dear Mrs. Pinkham
Philadelphia
12 14 1
tribal groups of the Algonquin na- host of nervous irritations make life a
"After suffering untold misery for three tries now under the sultan.
Batteries— Ames, Taylor, MoGinNew York contains one of the
tion. Across the Potomac and Chesa- burden. At this time also cancers years during Change of Life I heard of
We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. largest brenches of the Armenian nity and Bowerman; Corridoe, Pitpeake Bay the Maryland tribes were and tumors are more liable to form I wrote
,on of my condition, and began to Revolutionary
'
tinger and Jacklitsch.
Father
destructive
their
work.
begin
society
and
and
Lydia
take
F..
Pinkhanes
N'egetable
ComIndependent and hostile. To the west
Such warning symptoms as sense
and followed your advice,and toslay Caspar was prominently identified
all the Indians were of alien lineage of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches, Ipound
am well and happy. I can now walk any- with the movement. Within the past
R H E
and ancient enmity toward those who backaches, melancholia, dread of im- where and work as well as anyone, and for
two months there has been a split in St. Louis
1 8 4
dwelt along tidewater. The continu- pending evil, palpitation of the heart, years previous I had tried but could not get
around without help. I consider your medi- the body of the revolutionists and a Pittsburg
10 12 2
irregularities,
constipation
dizziand
ous wars had reduced the population
Batteries—Fromme and Marshall;
ness are promptly heeded by intel- cine a sovereign balm for suffering women.* new branch was formed.
until they were already far advanced
Women passing through this critical
The bitterest feeling exists be- Leever and Gibson.
ligent women who are approaching
toward extinctioe.
the period of life when this great period should rely upon Lydia E. tween the parent body and the newly
RHE
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. If organized branch,
In 16417 Captaie John Smith entt• change may be expected.
is
there
anything
about your case
Mrs. Fred Certia. 1014 So. Lafayette
merated
twenty-eight
Powhatan
Charge Betrayal of Secrets.
Boston
1 7 2
you don't understand write to Mrs.
Father Caspar was affiliated with Brooklyn
tribes numbering 2.355 fighting men. Street, So. Bend, Ind., writes:
7 13 0
Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., for advice. It
:—
Dear
Pinkham
Mn,
the new branch, There had been ugBatteries— Lindeman and Brown;
and, although the estimates of others
We list in our directory over 3,000 subLydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Com- is free and has guided thousands to
ly charges of traitorism and betrayal Pastorious and Ritter.
vary more or less, they average abut pound is the ideal medicine for women who health.
scribers and more than three-fourths are
Second game:
the same. James Mooney, the emiWhen a medicine has been successful in restoring to health, of the secrets of the revolutionary soR H E
nent theologist, calculates that the actually thousands of women, you cannot well say without trying citify for a price, and of spies of the
exclusive East Tennesaee subscribers ?
sultan being among the members.
Boston
entire population of Powhatan's em- it, "I do not believe it will
10 14 1
help me." It is your duty to yourself
Call Contract Department No, 300.
Questions the'police are seeking to Brooklyn
9 13 2
pire was not more than 8.5041, occu- and family to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Casper
.are
ass
w,er
whet
Fas
her
her
t,s—
Be
Pfeffer.
Li
Frilleffy
and
pying a teeeltery
new hae—awas suspeeted of being a spy of the Needham; Scanlon, McIntyre, Strickpopulation of considerably more than
Sleethes drug store, Ninth street and sultan or a traitor to the cause, and lett and Ritter.
half a million. He also estimates that
Broadway, headquarters, and the was assassinated by members of the
-the entire Indian population, of Vir"pet" is a young fox caught several revolutionary society as ae act and
American League.
ginia at the time of the English inweekssago in the woods just above lesson of vengeance, or whether as
R H E
vasion was about 17,000 as compared
Central City. Some one cut the rope the poseessor of secrets of the newly Washington
1 8 0
with'two million at the present day.
2 7 3
GETTING, TlItED OF which held the captive to its eennel, formed branch he was killed by spies New York
This aboriginal population is now SPICING
Will Sell Preferred Stock.
Accept Nineteenth Street,
and every effort is being made to In an attempt to extort from him the
Batteries— Graham and Warner;
NURSING FEBRUARY.
entirely extinct, with the exception
The Register Newspaper company
City Engineer L. A, Washington
capture it again.
information desired.
Doyle and Eteinow.
70•0 persons of mixed Indian, neIs preparing to amend its articles of with Messrs. Langetaff and Taylor.
With the development of this
gro and white blood. Mr_ Mooney
incorporation by increasing the cap- of the board of peblic works, yesterNew York City
has more tele- phase of the tragedy the number of
R
H
E
has made a census of the survivors
ital stock from $15,4)40 to $10,0e)0. day inspected Nineteenth street front
No immediate Prospect of Su
.r phones than London, though London persons implicated in the plot grows Cleveland
6 12 4 The
and recently published a list of the
present owners of the paper will Monroe street to Trimble street and
has 2,000,000 more inhabitants than accordingly, but the three Men di- St. Louis
.tnynliere and Special Forecast
5 10 1heads of families with the residence
retain all common stock and issue will recommend its acceptance. Tbj
involved—the
rectly
two
lodgers
in
Issued.
New York City.
Batteries— Thielman and Clark;
of each in the American Anthropolothe room where the body was found Powell, Morgan, O'Conner and Spen- preferred stock to outsiders who de- street was graded and graveled b'
gist.
sire to invest.
and the owner of the trunk—are the cer.
E. C. Terrell.
In proportion to its size, Belgium
only oties for whone the police have
has
raore
miles
of
railway than ane sent thit alarms up fo this time.
Sixty thousand messages are said
M Fisrout, a French statistician,
Washington, May 29.—RemarkR. H E
ably unseasonable weather with
a other country in the world.
Important Developments of Day.
Philadelphia
2 9 2 to be spoken over the telephone ov- estima.ten that about 550,0.00 motor
True to Her Sex.
cold wave extending throughout the
Important
deacloprnents
today Boston
1 4 0 ery day in London. The number of cars ha•re been manufactured in the
country east of the Becky mountains,
were:
Batteries-- Plank and Schreck; words per message cannot be esti- nine years since the experiments of
the thermometers in some sections
Father Carper was generally known Winter and Criger,
(Eleven in- mated. It varies with the language self-propelled road vehicles first sucregistering the lowest in many years,
as a poor, wandering priest, living nings.)
used while the subscriber is waiting. ceeded, and these have 60--el for more
Is reported by the weather
bureau.
lergele on the bounty of his people,
•
-- London Globe.
than £2e10,01410esos
Today the bureau issued the follOwwhom he visited, and tile slim of
"All at once we hooked a mone_
ing forecast:
money or valuables he might have trous pike on our line. After much
would not have tempted the men in- trouble we got the monster nearly
"Frost warnings have been isseed
volved to do murder.
for middle Atlantic states and the
out of the water, when, with one
If the men obtained money or valueastern lower lake region, western
ables from Father Caspar through wiggle, he got away." "And was anyColorado, east Weoming, Utah and
his murder they would have been able thing left on your line?" "Yes, his
northern Arizona, and warning of
June 1
to remove the trunk from the house false teeth."—Lustige Blaetter.
freezing temperature for western
lncorpc
and conceal the crime.
Wyoming."
The fact that the name of ErmoyThe weather bureau officials sie
Ikihrecribe for The Sue.
Ian was freshly written on the inside
there is no immediate prospect of
9t the lid of the trunk, and that the
summer weather anywhere.
The
trunk must have reached the house
present cold wave, they add, has been
within a short time of the murder
running through most of the present
indicates an effort rather to establish
month. Heavy frosts are teported
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Brook port, III.
then to conceal the pertfetratora of
from Michigan and othe: Matee of the
I hiss $1 a bay.
(,srptkimOt
Complete machine shop.
the
crime.
lake region,
•
irk J. k
Prspisksta
Only a motive of vengeance should
She—And do you believe that a wo122A24
N.Pourth St.
The cold wave is parLcularly weThe eminent concert pianist and
Phones 787
have prompted suc,h action ac a warman always turns to the lust page
vere in the southwest and is due, acComposer in a brilliant and
rant to others that a pact had been
first when she picks up a book?
cording to weather experts, to heavy
varied program.
kept. ,Eliminating the motive of robHe—Well, I have no reason to doubt
It. I know it is the nature of the fair rains in that part of the country. Inbery-, only a political reason for thl,
dications in this section of the counsex to want the last word.
crime remains, as other reason,'
Mr.
Liebling is conceded to be
try are for light frosts tonight.
•
which drive men to murder are enFor beautifying your yards and
one of America's leading
Not since 1882 has the abnormal
THE FIRST cHAUTAI'QUA
tirely absent in the case of the
estimates on flower beds we
weather
artists
been
and
was
a
pupil
approached in this part
TICKETS ARE PURCHASED
Priest.
will call and See you. Phone
of the country.
of the immortal
Capital ......
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
• ..•
...............$230,000.00
Fugitives Belong to lifonchekie.
and most complete stock of
Frane
Surplus and undivided profits
Mr. B. T. Miiiiken, of the county,
It is known that the three men
100,000.00
liowerti and plants in the city,
"Bunch" Is Looking For "Pet."
• enjoys the distinction of paying for
Stockholders liability
now being sought for the murder of
230,000.00
The
"Minch"
is
Free
d•livery to any
anxiously awaiting
Seats on Sale at Carnegie Library
the first bunch of season tickets for
Father Caspar were members of the
part of the city.
* the 1907 Chautauqua. Mr. Milliken some news of its "pet," and scouts
parent branch of the society known
Total
V.
••• •
10560,000.00
subscribed for five tickets at the close are out in every direction trying to
Reserved seats at the box odic,.
as the lionchekls, the secret revoluSCHMAUS BROS.
Total resources
..
B985,453.28
• of last year's assembly. He called for locate the missing pet. The "bunch"
Thursday morning at 9 o'clock
tionary organization of Armenian
Both Phoirseas 192.
DIRECTORS:
and paid for them today. Mr. Milli- Is (-i)mposed of engineers, firemen and
spread titrodghmit the eicreisi. Fathe
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
ken also ordered a tent. Children's conductors who make James P.
Caspar withdrew front this orgatli7a4111111111111111111
P.auer, M'holesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
.seasOn tickets for the Chautauqua
-.
may be had in clubs of live for 75c.
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Fetter Supply Co.; Boat
:This means for children 12 years of
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sens,Wholetsale Dry Goods;
age and under.
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Tress.. Pad. Water (b.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
Unwitting Jests.
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
Here are some gem
answers to
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
questions put in a recent history exand girls who are worn out with the toil of daily work, find In Wine
amination at a large private school:
"Simon de Montfort formed what
of Cardul a remedy that will assuage their pains, build up their nerves,
was known as the Mad Parliament;
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No women
it was something the same as It is at
F. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
suffer so generally from the disease? peculiar to their sex, as those
the present dfy.e
P. Puryear
W.
"Cromwell raised a famous body
Assistant Cookie-.
who weaken their system with over-work, be It at office, store, or home.
of soldiers known to history as /he
To such over-worked women
Iron-clads.'"
"efortmaln tried to stop dead men
I from leaving their land to churches."
. London Tatter.
lac......••el

ery Low
Rates for

Summer Outings

Colorado
Grand Canyon
California

BASEBALL NEWS

CITY TRANSFER CO
Cllauber's Stable.
TELEPHONE 499

DID YOU KNOW?

EAST TENNES§EPHONE CO.

WINTER LINGERS

At The Kentucky

Saturday Night
EMIL

LIEBLING

Oak Dale Hotel

1

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FLOWERS

American -German National Bank

Tennessee Sheriff Returns.
' Sheriff 0. Barr, of Waverly, Tenn.,
t left at 7:45 o'clock this morning for
home with James Bradshaw, George
Iteggine and -Nick Phillips, colored,
(barged with house breaking, 'grand
larceny and gambling. respectively.
They were arrested here yesterday by
Detectives Moore and Bolter.,
' 'Rabbi J. Leonard Terry, of the 'Re..lielp Shalom congregation of the
Illitsburg society, will go to Germany
at month to ask the toy makers le
Manufacturing keit ahich inthoughts of wnr in the minds of

.11lk

Women
Weary
With
Work
WRITE US FRF.ELY

end frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will get)d you
FREE ADVICE,JO plain sealed envelepe..and a vattwins bs-pasis Book on "Haase Treatment for Wothen."
Address: Ladles' Advteory Deparetteit, The
Chattanooga Medicine (:o., ChattanougaesTente
0,
,
-

Working Women

womF( CAROL'

Woman's
Relief

comes as a b..)on and a blessing, as Is proved by Its wonderful success, for the past
50
years, in the treatment of female diseases. -I cannot recotnmend Cardul too highly,"
writes Mrs. Nellie French, of Batavia, 0. "I had been bothered with pains in my
back.
and would nearly die with the headache every month. I took 3 bottles of Cardul
and It
eased away oll pain. I have recommended Cardui to mans' of my friends." It
Is safe,
rn-intoxicating and ahn-,Ititely reliable. Good for young and old. Try It.

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

1

CITIZENS' SAYINGS B,A,....N1K6000:000900

Capital
vv...••-er•• a •••• •••• ••WV
Surplus
an •
•
Stockholders liability • • a•
•

10 I MOO.

Total security to depositors
11240,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited, We appreciate
=nail as well as Large depositors and accord to all the
same
cosarteous treatment.

t3i4

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS

FROM 7 TO 8 0C3LOCIL

Third;and Broadway

•

•

•

.
\ I ,1111
k,
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..FOR SALE.. TWO CENT FARES

Plenty of Money Out in States
Without Considering Wall Street

SERVANT PROBLEM
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ILLINOIS .1101‘e RANKS OF LOW
West Broadway. Good investment
SEEMS TO HAVE IS VADED ARCSRATE STATES.
property fronting Rho feet on BroadDIA OF NEW ZEALAND.
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Washington, D. C.. May 29.— in and trust companies in Chicago and
way and ruuuing back 16-5 feet to alMarkets, Sports, Etc. The following papers dethe
face
of
another
"panic"
Louis
"on
are
Wail
St.
daily sending mouey in
leyencludIng three houses renting for
street the United States treasury ab- large amounts to New York,
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
$61 per month. If you want a good Goveruor
because
Deneen, After Several
Organization of Demeattc Workers'
solutely refuses to be stampeded into 'interest rates there are
propcesition for investment call at
The Courier-Journal
higher. This
Louisville Times
Hours' l'ousultation, Signs
the belief that these speculattee surplus in the west, which
Union Has Destroyed Peace ot
The Cosimercial-Appeal
St. Louis Republic
our office or use the telephones.
used to be
Measure and It Is Law.
waves have anything to do with the the home of people of
That Utopia.
The Record-iferald
Chicago Examiner
West Jefferson street.
moderate forBeauUful
The Glohe-Detnocrat
prosperity of the country, either good tunes, and a reversal of the
Chicago rritiuue
ten room residence on lot fronting
old tide
The Post-liiSpatell
Nash %, ille American
bad, or indifferent.
of the financial river are said to be
Jefferson street 100 feet.
fine
The News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
Treasury offii-htls watched the ee- the best indications of tho
Springfield,
May
Ill_
29.—
Govershade trees and attractive et oaeds.-A
abstract
The Star-Chronicle
Chicago Daily News
Washington, May 29.—Far away
traordleary
coarse
of
prises
prosperity
nor
on
Deneen
Wall
of
has
the
been
In secret eoncountry. This New Zealand seems
deitghtful home. for $6,50i.
to have a hired
street
today
and
saw
that
demonstrates
the west's independence
In many
North Sixth. Brick residence ote t: ference for several hours with Atgirl problem that undoubtedly will
torney General Stead relative to the cases storks reached jower figures of Wall street.
roams, 2 halls, 4 porches, Bewerage•
excite sympathetic interest among
than
in
the "panic" of March 14
2-cent
tate
Geld
Register Office, 523 Broadway
signRaids
At
he
close
bill.
the
Impossible
Now.
with attractive 4-room cottage on
which, it was insisted at that time,
Thirteen years ago, when Grover American housewives as well as those
back end of lot. 57 feet 9 Inches by ; ed the bill.
The bill makes 2 cents per mile was brought about because the presi- Cleveland was having such a hard who "work out."
of
173 feet to alley. This Is a _cover
Special Agent Harry R. Burrill, in
the maximum charge by any railroad dent refused to make a statement time proteoting the treasury because
admirably
lot and
situated. Large
report
a
giving
describing
operation
a
the
clean bill of health to the of the contiyed raids of the
of
in Illinois, except in the case where
gold
rooms, thick walls and substantial
a ticket has not been purchased,when railroad companies.
gamblers, the excitement in Wall the industrial and conciliation act of
construction make this an attractive
Now another of the mime class of street was reflected
New Zealand
3 cents tare can be collected on the
and the arbitration
throughout the
proposition at $.sestete
We would train if the ticket office
at station "panics" has arrived and the treas- country. Western banks then were court created to keep peace between
exchange this property for a good six
employer and employed, says that the
where the the passenger took the ury department does not see Its way dependent upon New York for
"YOU ARE LUCKY''
their
room residence worth less money up- train has been open half an hour
be- clear to become alarmed in the least ,money supplies, and whenever the house servants of that colony organon payment of difference in value. 1 fore the train Started
and the Pas- degree, because reports from the market ran short of money western ized a Domestic Workers' Clinton,
If you don't have a rainy day. i_lickness, trouble—
Fourth and Clark.
Two-story senger has been in the place long great interior of the
country, In a institutions were compelled to put which, through Its secretary, sent
you can't tell just what will happen.
frame residence with eight rooms and enough to purchase a ticket if stop- section independent
of Wall Street op clearing house certificates or oth- circulars to housewives, setting out
reception hall, sewerage, bath, etc.: ping over between trains. The bill and its malign
It you haven't any money what are you going to
influence, are all of a er makeshift substitutes for real the "claims" of the organization and
We are requested to submit otters. also provides for heavy penalties for different tenor.
dot
money. High interest rates on Wall expressing the hope that their reaHarrison. .Frame residence of 7!each and every violation of the proMoney for Legitimate Business.' 'street almost instantly were
reflected sonableness would be acknowledged
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnrooms large pantry, hall, front and visions of the ace
The public is out of Wall street in Chicago and St. Louis
to say by signing the agreements accompany
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
side porches, porcelain bath, sewerThe railroads will make a hard and the treasury knows it. The
coun- nothing of New Orleans and Atlanta. lug the circular letters, which
inage connection, hot and cold water, fight against the act in the courts, try undeniably is prosperous. • A
Open an :account with us and protect yourself
Today all this is changed, and the formed those concerned that "by so
genservant's house,ahade trees and mag- charging that it is unconstitutional; eral failure of crops is absolutely
treasury
knows it
imagainst the rainy day in the
There is money doing it will obviate the unpleasantfuture. We pay 4 per
,
that It will compel them to operate possible, because the
nolias in yard. Price $3,50e.
agricultural in- enough in the west to run the west, ness of appearing personally or by
vent. on deposits.
Harahan Addition. Lots varying their passenger trains at a loss and ; terests of the country have become and Pittsburg is as
independent of agent before the conciliation board
from $700 to $1,e00, according to is, therefore, against the constitu- so' diversified that they cannot all New York as Chicago
is. The fact or arbitration court."
tion
of
,United
the
States, and that go to pieces at once. There
size and location.
is plenty of the matter Is that, while New York
Work Days and Hours.
Fountain
avenue and Monroe the legislature takes upon itself the of money for legitimate business pur- has been concentrating its
Following are among the "claims"
energies
street. High and dry lot 50'165 to,duties of the railroad and warehouse poses, and the treasury has adopted upon the stock market, other
cities set forth in a circular:
commission.
the policy of depositing all receipts in of the country have been
alley. Price $660.
building up
"The week's work shall consist of
Governor
Deneen
referred
bill
the
national banks so that there is DO re- Industrial plants, making
Fountain avenue.
Frame resifortunes, 68 hours, to be divided as follows:
to Attorney General Stead for his duction
dence of five rooms and hall, lot 50x
in the circulating medium. paying off old mortgages and accumWork to commence every morning,
opinion as to the constitutionality of
According to treasury officials and ulating a surplus.
16-0 to alley, beautiful location and
except holidays, at 6:30 o'clock and
the act, and especially regarding the
other government people, it cannot
grounds
Price $3,000.
Chicago Money center,
cease on 'Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays
contention that the act repealed the be
impressed too often upon the pubSuburban home site, high above
New York commercial paper today
and Saturdays at 7:30 p. m., with
statute which created the state board lic at
large that these Wall street may be found in any quantity in Chieverything near Paducah, and co-nof railroad and warehouse commisthree intervals of one-half hour each
"panics' are purely speculative in cago banks. The worse conditions
mending a magnificent view, embrac- sioners.
Attorney General Stead ar-I their
for meals and one hour's interval in
origin and result. They do not get in Wall street the better it is for
ing 32 acres, $3,20.0.
rived from Chicago at 9 o'clock last
the afternoon of each day.
affect the real value of railroads nor the interior. There is money
We give special attention to locat- nightand Went
enough
"On Thursdays work shall cease
Evidence Against Him.
industrial
plants,
Chattanooga Stave Company,
lying
and
they do not
around idle outside of
ing home-seekers. We have a list of of Governor Deneen, where he laid
New at 2 p. m., with two intervals
of laneConcern
It 'Is only libblit ftma tears shire
in
any way the legitimate York not only to run the country but
choice homes In the most select part before the governor the opinion reChattanooga Stave and CooperThe
half hour each for meals.
business interests of the
Robert J. Wynne, consul general in age company is the name of a new
country. to help New York out, and that monof AI city. If you are a home-seek- garding the bill.
"On
Sundays
work shall cease at London, was a newspaper correspond
They are not brought about by legis- ey today is going into Wall
er you need to have a little heart to
corporation recently organized by
street 2 p. m., with
two Intervals of half ent in Washington. He represented
lation or luck of it, but are the result by millions upod millions.
heart talk with us. Both phones 127.
Mr. V. J. Blow and Captain Henry
A Hard Debt To Pay. ,
an
hour
each
for
meals,
but
simply
domesand
solely of the manipulaa morning newspaper, and necessarily F. Smith, formerly located here In
It Is the knowledge of these conTrimble street. Something pretty
"I owe a debt of gratitude that can
tics
shall,
if
required,
prepare tea kept late hours. Just before he en- charge
and convenient in five room cottage neyer be paid off," writes G. S. Clark, taans of stock gamblers who have only ditions which has rendered the treasof a line of tow boats, has
between the hours of 5:30 and 6:30 tered the government service
an enu- been made secretary and treasurer
with necessary out buildings on lot of Westfield, Iowa, "for my rescue a remote connection with real com- ury officials so indifferent to these
p. m. on alternate Sundays.
merce.
constantly
merator for the city directory called and will remove to Chattanooga to
recurring
48x165 to alley.
The house is from death,
speculative
by Dr. King's New Dis-1 Within a comparatively short
"On Wednesdays work shall cease at his residence for the
time "panics." The street itself is becomusual infor- reside. Captain Smith Is now in
beautifully papered, in perfect conat 10 p. m., with three Intervals of mation.
covery. Both lungs were so seriously,the direct influence of the treasury ing blase because
A colored maid was the only Bowling Green, having left Paducah
throughout the flurdition, has bath, pantry and latticed
half an hour each for meals and 011e person at home, and
affected that death seemed immi-,on Wall street will cease because ry in the stock market stock
she was asked nearly a year ago.
back porch. Price $2,000.
condicommenced taking New practically all the money will be de. ditions remain practically unchanged. hour interval' In the afternoon.
as to Mr. Wynne's business. "I
North Third street. Frame resi- nent, when I
posited
"On
in
Sundays
banks
two hours shall be dunno 'zackly," she said, "but he
There probably soon will be large
subject to call. When
dence of eight rooms, double front Discovery. The ominous dry, hacking
"Poor man!" exclaimed the benevthat result is accomplished there exports of gold, particularly
to Paris, allowed to attend church in the conies In so late o' nights and goes olent old lady. "And you say you
porch, two stories, upper and lower cough quit before the first bottle was
will
be
morning.
no
more
tnd
surplus
there
funds
may
In
be
a
pubnumber of small
away so late in de afternoon dat I have no friends?" "No, madam," rehall, large back porch, newly papered used, and two more bottle's made a!
lic vaults for Wall street people to failures reported from time
Extra Pay for Holidays.
to time.
reckon he must be sonic kind of a plied the weary wayfarer; "I used to
and painted, 'sewerage, porcelain complete cure." Nothing has ever
clamor for.
Even if there should be a still fur"Christmas day, boxing day. New spohtin' man."--Chicago Chronicle. is- a baseball umpire."
bath, city and cistern water, stable equaled New Discovery for coughs,
her drop, discounting the prices of Year's day, king's birthday, Prince
Old Conditions Have Changed.
and other but buildings. Lot 5t:tx173 colds and all throat and lung comThe time was whenever Wall street March 14 all along the line, it would of Wales' birthday, anniversary flay,
feet. $3,0t).0.
plaints. Guaranteed by all druggists.
managed to pull off one of Its spec- not, in the opinion of the govern- aister Monday, labor day, and all
Jefferson street. Two-story frame 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
ially
conducted panics that the sec- ment, affect the general commercial statutory holidays shall be deemed
residence With 12 rooms, bath, trunk
retary
of the treasury sat up nights money market to any appreciable de- to be holidays and work done on
rooms, hot and cold water, gas and
The Irma; oni rme.
and he and his subordinate officials gree. Wall street as the dominant those days shall be paid for at the
electric lights, latticed back porch, 2
The irony of fate is exemplified in kept the telephone wires hot so as to factor In the real commercial life of rate of 1 shilling (24 cents) per
halls, hard wood finish, beat condithe death in Paris of Professor Potr- keep in close touch with the street :he country has ceased to exist, so hour.
Paducah, Hy.
211-213 S. Third St.
tion. Lot 30x165 to alley. Including
ler, the eminent surgeon and cancer in case immediate, relief should be tar as the stock market end of Wall
"Domestics shall be In every evenlarge stable and other out houses.
street Is concerned.—Raymond in
expert. A friend declares that Poll.- needed. Thai time has passed by.
ing at 10 p. m., except Thursday, and
Situated close to business section. Ani
The secretary of the treasury Is in ;71alcago Tribune.
cancer, which he knew
on that night at 12 la tra“
excellent location for a boarding ler died of
for years past had marked him for Canton superintending arrangements
house. Priee $e,0e0.
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ney General,
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the disunited sections of the union.
Jackson, Tenn.; L. E. Soslers, Pied- the Confederate special were: Mrs. said that he did not know whether he convention of
ous effort to get on the delegation.
"0 you're cootted for this robbery,
the Prohibition party
He was quick to see the meaning and
Rol Mayes, Mrs. Payne Ridgway and would
mont; W, P. Baynes, Dawson; C. C.
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the opportunity of the Spanish war.
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street.
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n, of Dublin.
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function, and when used with the
signs
of
falling
into
formaH
When we are graduated we get cersm of
The famous Bates-Street
Osteopathic treatment forms the most
tificates Of death due to natural their own in assigning different SunShirts in all the new, popular
rational cure in all sciences.
causes.
days to epeeist observances. So far
colors and styles.
Especially are the treatments inall known there Is no objection on
the
dicated In all diseases incident to the
'Bitter tastes last longest.
part of churches to this assignment
The new offerings in Straw
season, spring, tired, worn out and
of days, and the tendency items to be
llats.
run down conditions, malaria, stomIt's hard for us to understand why growing stronger. It will be a logicach, liver and bowels, and in asthma,
the preacher's can't induce us to be al conclusion to find in Protesta
And
the
latest
Neekwear a rheumat
nt
more spiritual,
ic, and nervous conditions,
churches a few years from now either I
offerings.
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia.
a hard and fast distribution of par"Derenther and May" wouldn't
I should be pleased to have you
All at popular prices.
ticular topics to
particular days
make a bad match. If December can
consult me at any time, and tell
Yon
throughout the your or a reaction tostand it. they have our blessing.
Just what Osteopathy will do in any
ward perfect freedom.
tRiPmPre.l ne ease. It has done much for
In the meantime if a topic is lack"THE GRAND THEME."
Paducah sople you )(now well, to
ing
for
any day, the one suggested by
. it may have been providential in'
whom I shall gladly refer you, at any
40
.641
BROA
DWAY
terposition that, just at thli time the Humane aasociation is a good
lagNIMMIIIMMORANDROM
When the social atmoitphere is redo- one. Cruelty to animals and cruelty
D
FROAtilE, Phone 1407: He
with the stench arising from the to children have not yet been driven
rag\411r°1106.4118.40emistri
Broadway.
1

Che tabucab Sun.

FCLELLAN SAYS

blr THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

UNION MADE CLOTHES

We're a Union Store to the core. Our
clothing is made for us by well paid and
skilled Union Tailors. You'll find no
"sweat shop" work here. We'll have none of it. The union
workingman that comes here for his clothes will not only
further his own interest but he will also be assured of receiving a full amount of satisfaction for his money.
We charge no more for our dependable, Union Made
garments than many other stores ask for inferior made
clothes---made nobody knows where or by whom.
This is your store, Mr. Union Man.

14101101D I

COUNTY FINANCE

323

323

Broadway

Broadway

FOR WILLSON

NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Physicians agree that Belvedere Be"
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

,

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

aG
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ond street, has removed to Cairo to
reside, lie has associated himself
with his brother, Mr. Simon Michaelson, in the pawn brokers business.
Mr. Herbert Miller, of the Palmer
House buffet, has resigned his position and will return home to Evans
ville June 1.
Circuit Court.
Mallitee Musical Club.
I II -1114 DirOADWAY
Miss Beatris Davis of Murray, who
E. R. Eaton against J. B. Smith
The Matinee Musical club has itsi
final meeting for the season this af- attended the Morganfieid convention, judgment ter distribution of moue:.
City of Paducah against Fred I_
ternoon at the parish house of Grace stopped over in Paducah a few days
Episcopal church. It is an open meet-'to visit her sister, Mrs. Carr Turner. Beyer, dismissed.
Miss Anna Bird Stewart, of Cining of the club and the program is
Ben T. Frank against Mary Frank
cinnati, will arrive tomorrow even- Chesterfield, judgment of comproa miscellaneous one.
ing at 6 o'clock to visit Miss Ora mise,
Class of '07 Have Attractive Invita- Leigh, 1438 Broadway.
Mr. D. A. Meacham has returned
tions,
Suits Filed.
The invitations to the closing ex- from a several das-s' visit to his fathThe Citizens' State bank of WatE are just in teceipt of another large shipment of
ercises of the Paducah High school er in Crofton, Ky.
seka, Ili., against MM. Oatmeal, for
James F. Estes returned this morn- $660 alleged due on a note with 6
are especially attractive and are gotmattings direct from Japan; new fresh goods
ten up in a way to make them inter- ing from Louisville, where he has per cent interest from April 1, 19.05.
made expressly for us on our order. The styles are
esting souvenirs for the class of been for the past ten days in the NorsimIply stunning; be sure to see them.
1907. The class colors gold
and ton Memorial Infirmaqy.
Deeds Filed.
Mr. ane Mrs. David Adams, of
Iblack are carried out in the lettering,
J. M. Spicer to James Meigan,
12"c 18c 20c 25c 30c 35c
cords, and the gold tinted paper. Smithland, have returned home after property in the county, $1,000.
jThes are in booklet form and beside visiting their daughter, Mrs. Matthew
An extra special value in Carpet Patterns, worth 30c
Samuel and Roxie Hill to L. H.
'the name of the graduates, the feat- Rice, of 624 Jefferson street.
and 35c, at
Edwards, property near Fourth and
Mr. W. F. Purdy, Jr., and wife, Husbands streets, $1,000.
ures for commeecement week are set
forth from the Baccalaureate sermon of Bandana, are at the Palmer House,
Joseph Mattison to James Meigan,
Mr. John Bleich, Jr., will leave property at Sixth and
on Sunday, June 2, to the Alumna reHusbands
to work as a streets, $500.
ception on Friday night, June 7. Monday for Elgin,
The High school faculty and the watchmaker. He is the son of MagisGeorge W. Norton to Hiram Smedbeard of edueation are, also, listed. trate John Bleich and has been work- ley, power of attorney.
ing
at
Warren
&
Warren's
jewelry
Altogether they are more than usualstore,
ly complete.
Marriage License.
T. E. Beeckingham to Myrtle RoilRESTRICTIONS REMOVED
Program Organ Recital.
ing.
An exceedingly attractive program
HOLLAN'S PADUCAH TEAM WILL
William Kirkse to Oda Rose.
From
Barter
and
Sale
of
Creek Newill be presented Thursday evening
FACE BLUES TONIORROW.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
tion Lands.
at the Broadway Methodist church
County Court.
-For Copeland's stable phone100
Tulsa, I. T., May 29.-Judge Wilwhen Mrs. Samuel FL Winstead will
Lizzie White qualified as adminis-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 1,i
give her second of a series of organ 11am R. Lawrence, president of the tratrix of James White.
Schedule of Gaines To Be Played in recitals. There is no charge foe ad- Western district of Indian Territory,
Broadway. Phone 196.
This City On Sunday -During
-The United States civil service
mission, but a free-will collection today denied the intervention of JosIn Bankruptcy.
the Summer.
commission announces examinations
will be taken. The first organ recital eph H. Tiger, a Creel freedman, in
Cecil Reed, receiver, was this
for this district as follows; Firstgiven two weeks ago was an ovation the case of Smith and Fewell against morning elected trustee at a first
class steam engineer and chief enand every seat was taken. The pro- S. S. Steele. Tiger claimed he was of meeting of creditors of Jeweler J. L.
gineer, custodian service, June 26.
(Indian blood and under disability as Wanner, of 311 Broadway. The meetgram for tomorrow evening is:
The Paducah baseball ,club will go
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozOrgan solo-Seleeted-Mr. Owen to right to dispose of his land. He ing was held at the office of Referee
one
"Blues",
Metropolis
against
the
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
i had formerly given a warranty deed In Bankruptcy E. W. Bagby, and the
Tully.
-Carbon paper that gives entire of the strongest teams In this section
Vocal solo-"Some Day When to the property in question. The court appraisement is being made todas.
tomorrow,
at
Metropof
country,
the
satisfaction, and every sheet guaranNene held that Tiger's enrollment was con. Messrs. D. B. Sutton, Al Wolff and
Haan will Dreams Come True"-Miss
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- oils, and Manager John
(elusive, that the restriction on alien- W. N. Warren, all jewelers, were apHatfield.
bon, handled only by R. D. Clements fight bard' to take the game. The
Vocal solo-Selected-IL-Mr. Richard ation of his land had been reviewed pointed appraisers.
thus
defeated
"Blues"
have
not
been
& Co. Phone 436.
by act of congress of 1904. The deNo defense will be made to the
Scott.
-Mr. Charles Williamson, one of year, and have a strong battery in
Incorporated.
cision is far-reaching, affecting 5,0.00 bankruptcy proceedings in the case
FurCourtie
Organ
solo-Miss
will
Brahic
the mountedlecity mall carriers, is Doyle and Dye. Dick
removing re- of Jeweler J. D. Sowers. This morn'Creek
freedmen,
and
year.
team and Bob
taking his vacation, and his route is pitch for the Paducah
Wade strictions from barter and sale of ing he filed a paper with Referee in
Vocal solo-Mrs. Lelia
being carried by Mr. Fred Kelley,'Hayes will handle the big mitt. The Lewis.
800,000 acres of raid in the Creek Bankruptcy E. W. Bagby, declining
team will leave Paducah on the 1
first substitute.
per
FOR RENT --Cottage $8
to fight the attempt to force him into
Vocal solo-"A Winter's Luilaby' nation.
o'clock boat and return on the Dick
Daily'
-City subscribers to the
month. Apply 441 South Sixth.
bankruptcy.
At
Louisville
when
the
Scott.
-Mr.
Robert
night.
A
large
9
o'clock
at
Fowler at
Sun who wish the delivery of their
petition to force him into bankruptROTHSCHILD'S VIEWS.
Organ solo-Selected--Miss Adah
FOR RENT-One front room with
crowd is expected to go down from
papers stopped must notify our colcy Was filed, he intimated that a deBrazelton.
all conveniencies, 837 Jefferson.
lectors or make the requests direct
Vocal solo-Selected--Mrs. David Lord Rothschild Talks Rather Hope- fense would be made, but on advice
The lineup follows: Hayes, c; BraSALE-6-foot show case
'to The Sun office. No attention will
of attorneys reconsidered, Within ten
lessly of Outlook.
Flournoy.
tsk, p; Hessian, lb; Cooper, 2b;
and éounter. 13., care Sun.
be paid *to such orders when given
days a first meeting of creditors-91;Si
Vocal solo--"Cross Your Heart'
3b: Robertson, as; Bergdoll, If;
LEAD ALL ana -follow none. For
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Roths- be Weld, and a trustee will be apLondon, May 29.- Lord
Plumlee, of; Block, rf; Hart and Ar- Master Bernard Kavanaugh.
honest work and honest prices, la
-The board of park commissionof
the
stock.
pointed
to
take
charge
child's
prospects
of
the
views
of
the
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyVocal solo-"Calm as the Night"nold pitchers.
harness, saddles and repair work,
ers met yesterday afternoon in spec-'
tReferee in Bankruptcy E. W. Bag- cles, 326-328 South Third sti-eet.
stock markets are not encouraging.
Manager Hollan has secured games Miss Julia Scott.
etc., call at Paducah Harness and
ial session for the purpose of apan
order
conmorning
made
he by this
Vocal solo-Selected-Mr. Robert In an interview this afternoon
as follows:
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled Saddle company, 204 Kentucky 'aveprovinf several bills before it. The
said he could see no immediate pros- firming the sale of property in BalPrinceton, June 30; Cairo "Pabsts" MacMillen.
kindling. Johnston-Denker Coal Co. nue.
board remained in session
but a
in
the
counties
McCracken
lard
and
improvement,
adding:
"The
of
pect
Mrs.
Vocal solo-"Carmena" Sunday, June 2; St. Louis Multiplex,
MR. JAMES COLLINS, of Dyersshort time, and no other matters
best that can be said is that the mar- l bankrupt matter of W. 1), Melton,
CLOTHES eie-aueu, pressed, reJune 9. He will play the Bloomer Simpson, Dyersburg, Tenn.
burg, Tennessee, will open a blackwere taken up.
Vocal solo-Miss Anna Bradshaw. kets are no worse today. Perhaps general merchant at Bandana.
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
Girls in the fall.
smith and horse shoeing shop at :109
-We give you better carriage and
they are slightly better. But with
Organ.
FOR Beating and stovewood ring South Fourth street June 1, and asks
better service for the money than
Aleits Birth Place.
President Roosevelt attacking the
Toledo Terminal Sold.
437 F. Lev.a.
a trial from anyone needing anything
is given by any transfer company in
Prospects For Liebling Re- railways in one part of the world,
Toledo, May 29- The Toleao Rail- Spleadid
America. Fine carriages for special
Received
other
Cannon
Royally
question
and
FOR DRY WOOD, Old Phone in his line.
the
income
tax
Uncle
Joe
cital.
occasions on short notice; also etc.- way and Tertninai company's proper"JOH.NNIle CON THE ;SPOT" Mesin Carolina.
2361.
The Pale of tickets for the Lieb- problems in France, and Cie Socialist
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co ty was sold under the order of the
senger Service, Operated in connecGreensboro, N. C.. May *29.
ling piano recital to be given on Sat- movement in England, the public is
QUICK
MEALS
at
all
hours,
Buchcourt
today
Andrew
J.
Sulto
-If you haven't time to go home federal
• IP
tion with the Charity club. Teleurday evening, June 1, at the Ken- killing the goose that laid the golden Speaker Joseph G. Cannon, of the anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
note-tee national house of representatives, arto lunch, try Whitilhead's 25 cent livan, chairman of tlin bondholders'
phone No. 6'29, 307 Kentucky avenue.
tacky theater, under the auspices of eggs, and we ean expect
FOR NICE strawberries and cher- Special rates on monthly contracts.
committee, at the upset price of $2.dinner. Polite service.
the Crescendo club, is proving very more than what the market positions rived here on an early train from ries phone
2673,
-The Mite society of the Evan- 000,000. No other bid was made.
Commercial work a _specialty. Jap
Washington. lie was met at the desuccessful. The promise for a compli- reveal."
gelical church will meet Thursday Most of the $3.500,000 snack is ownWANTED-A press feeder at The Toner. Manager.
pot by a reception committee from
mentary audience to greet the noted
by
J.
Pierpont
Morgan
and
acafternoon with Mrs. Fred Seitz, on
JUDGE LOVING INDICTED.
the city and from Guilford college. Sun Job office.
GET OUT of the wet. Jons won't
ed pianist and composer is now ascording to Sullivan this stock is enthe MayneId road.
Today, in company with friends and
be so easy to get next year. We can
will be teem:Pied and
The
boxes
gured.
kindYOU,CAN
get
nice
bundled
-Wedding invitations, announce- tirely wiped out and worthless. Sulthe audience will be a brilliant one. Released on Bail for Murder of His relatives, he visited the place of his ling at Johnston Denker Coal Co use 500. Highest wages: steady emments and every character of en- livan said if Morgan should purchase Miss Newell and the Crescendo club
Daughter's Traducer.
birth, seven miles from the city, and
ployment guaranteed. Transportation
the
Telephone 203.
he
road
from
the
bondholders
graved work is given careful, perLovingston, Va., May 29.- Form- also the Guilford battle ground.
are delighted with the response•givadvanced to machinists having firstsonal attention at the Sun Job'office. could undoubtedly make the stock en by the music lovers of Paducah to er Judge W. G. Loving; manager of
FOR REN 1-Tn iro floor over class references. We positively make
take
-The Union Rescue Mission has a good, Sullivan said it would
the Thomas F. Ryan estate here, was
Railroad Gossip.
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th no charge in any way, manner, shape
their laudable undertaking.
boy, eight years old, and a girl four $3,800,000 to buy the property In
today indicted for the murder of
Mr. Bell Given has returned from St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
or form for securing jobs for machinyears old, to give to some good fami- order to reimburse the bondholders.
Miss Fox, of Chicago, Is visiting Theodore Estes, at Oak Ridge, near New Orleans and is again on duty
ists. Address with references. The
open
Reszaurant
BCCHANAN'i
The
road
was
built
by
St.
Louis
and
lies.
her sister, Mrs. A. E. Finney, of Lovingston, on April 22, following a In the Illinois Central master me- day and night, 219 Kentucky ave- National Metal Trade Association,
-Place your orders for wedding Toledo capital and later became part
claims
Loving
during
which
drive,
chanic's office.
Broadway.
Cincinnati, Ohio,
nue.
Invitations at home. The Sun
is of the Great Central system. Then
Mr. Joe Walker, general foreman
Hon. John K. Hendrick is in Mad- Estes drugged and assaulted Miss
WHEN
in
Buchana
hurry,
showing as great an assortment as Morgan got it when he took the Cingo
to
Loving, daughter of the defendant. of the Paducah Illinois Central shops
isonville on business.
EUGENE YOUNG MISSING.
an's restaurant, 219 Kentucky aveyou will find anywhere, at prices cinnati, Hamilton and Dayton road
Mr. Gaither Henneberger. of Louts The proceedings in the circuit court has returned from Princeton after nue, for your lunch.
system.
Later
the
back
from
the
Erie
much lower than you will have to
indictment
of
today
the
here
were
is
residshipping his goods here. He
bonds were allowed to go to default ville, is here visiting his father, Mr. Loving, his arraignment, pleading not
pay elsewhere.
FOR RENT-A six-room cottage. prominent Fulton contractor Gone
ing on Jackson street near Ninth
neberger.
for Two Weeks.
.
-Why will you have your carpets and Judson Harmon was appointed Henry Hen
sum
in
the
419 Monroe. Modern conveniences.
guilty, admission to bail
street.
Colorado
Mrs,
Marie
Burton,
of
Fulton, Ky., May 29.--Two weeks
beaten and worn out when you can receiver.
and
Apply
to
arguments
for
2.33
North
Fourth.
$7,000
and
.
of
who
has
been
Judd,
Mr.
Roy
laySprings, Col., went to Golconda, Ill .
ago Eugene Young, a prominent conbuy one package of "Earthquake"
venue.
GASOLINE-LAUNCH for hire to
ing off for several weeks, the result
yesterday after visiting her sister, against change of
tractor of this city, left for St. Louis
Carpet Cleaner, that will do the work
Notice.
of an operation for appendicitis, re- small parties. Licensed operator. New
Mrs. Frank Boyd.
to visit a brother, and since that
of three men. The "Earthquake" has
There will, be a called meeting of
TOE "HURT"; ASKS $23,000.
turned to work in the Illinois Cen- phone 344; old phone 2840.
Mrs. Ida Timmons has gone to
time nothing has ever been heard
been tried in many residences and Ingleside Rebekah lodge tonight at
------ morning.
shops
this
machine
tral
FOR
RENT-Newly
decorated of him. When he left he told his
gives satisfaction to every one. For the hall, Fifth and Broadway. All Kuttawa to attend the bedside of her Allegheny Woman Says Insults Cause
assistant
suBuker.
Joseph
Mr.
sister, Mrs. Curry, who is ill.
sale at Biederman's.
apartments. Modern
improvements. wife and mother he was going to
members are urged to be present esExtremity to 'Twitch.
perintendent of machinery of the IlliMr. and Mrs. W. E. Covington went
Cairo, Ill., to catch a Mobile & Ohio
the
degree
staff.
--pecially
cream
will
be
giv-An ice
supper
nois Central, passed through Padu- Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
to Mayfield last night to visit Mr. and
excursion train for St. Louis and
THERESA DAVIS, N. G.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 29.-Charg- cah yesterday afternoon, making a
en by the Ladies' Aid Society of the
WANTED---Position
as
bookkeeper
Mrs. Gus Covington.
ing that false accusations affected hasty inspection of the shops, the by young man. Reference furnished. that as soon as he reached his brothLAURA DAVIS. Sec.
Guthrie Avenue Methodist chureb
Mrs. J. N. Alsman has returned
er's ome he wOuld write to them.
the fourth toe ono her right foot in first since tbe promotion of General Address L C., Care of this office.
Saturday evening.
home from a visit to her grandmothThe brother at St. Louis has written
such a manner tthat it twitched con- Foreman R. E. Fulmer to the 0051'
Notice:
er, Mrs. Elizabeth Hamlet, and father,
SHORT ORDER -a specialty at
On account of Decoration Day the Thomas Flood, at Mayfield. She was stantly when any of the Friday Af- (Ion of master mechanic. He found Page's restaurant, 119 South Third that the missing man never reached
St. Louis. Young Is about 35 years
Steamer Dick Fowler will charge accompanied by Misses Lizzie Aisman ternoon club approaches, Mrs. C. A. an abundance of work in the shops, street.
old, of small statue, weighs about 145
only one fare for the 'round trip to and Aline Hamlet, who will visit her Greene of Allegheny asks $25,000 and went north to Chicago from here
FOR SALE-Or trade for buggy pounds. has blue eyes, dark hair and
damages from her fellow clubwomCairo and Mound City tomorrow.
material
Mr. K 0. Grasshane
Mrs. Matt Rice has recovered after
en, Mrs. Annie G. Kiefer. Mrs. Marie clerk in the Illinois Central store horse„ Bay mare heavy in foal. Cope- mustache
a brief illness.
land stable, 419 Jefferson street.
B. Kramer and Mrs. Annie Rafferty. room, has resigned, effestive
Notice.
today,
Samuel Winstead, Jr., has returned The
the outcome of an anony- and will return to Livingston county -FOR-RENT-Foltr root% house,
suit
is
More Life Indictments.
All union barber shops will close from Columbia, Tenn., where he. atmous letter, incident.
to visit relatives. Later he will go corner Sixth and Boyd. Apply 1030,
New York, May 29.-The grand
tomorrow at noon and remain closed tended school,
back to school. Mr. Graseham has Clay.
jury which has been Investigating
until Friday morning at 7 o'Clock.
Mr. Max Michaelson, formerly in
WILL QUIT BASEBALL.
LOST DOG- A French Poodle, the affairs of the Equitable Life Asbeen in the employ of the Illinois
ED S. ZELLAE, Seey.
the clothing kusineed on South SecCentral for more than a year, and with black spot on one side. Return surance society today returned
18
Pitcher Mason Decidee to Go Into
The practice of having "spemade as efficient clerk. He has been to 905 Jefferson street for reward.
indictments against Thomas 0. JorBusiness in Duluth.
cial sales" has become so comFOR SALE-Good driving home dan, formerly controller of the Equitsucceeded by Mr. Robert Mitchell, a
mon and they seem to be so
graduate of a local business college. and runabout buggy, 512 North able. Perjury and forgery in the third
Cincinnati, 0, May 29.-Adelbert
Fifth. Phone 423.
degree are charged. No indictments
popular with the people that it
Mason, the pitcher, who demanded
Convention.
Call
For
were found against the present offiFOR
TIIE
Bat
iandwiches,chile
idea
a
rather
good
seemed to us
$500 of the amount paid for his purThe Republicans of the city of Pa- and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2 cials of the society. This announcechase tromp the Baltimore team, alto tell the housekeepers of Pament was made today by the district
ducah, Ky., are hereby called to meet South Third street.
though he had no previous agreement
ducah what splendid every-day
In mass convention at the city hell in
FOR RENT-Nice three-room cot- attorney's office.
to that effect, today announced that
the city of Paducah, Ky., on Than- tage. 110.0 South
values we are offering. Noah's
Fourth street. Ap
he did not expect to get the money
das. June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock p. m, ply to 8.
Ark, you know, has been estiebFOR SALE-BRAND NEW SEVEN
A. Hill, 11,02 South Fourth
and that he had therefore decided to
for the purpose of selecting can,11ROOM HOI'SE, NEVER 004119ED,'
Ilshed in this city for a good
or telephone 904.
quit baseball and go into busenese. He
dates for all of the city offices that
- BATH, HOT AND COLD WATER.
says that he will. aerept an offer from
many years and always as
MEN-Our illustrated-catalogue
are to be filled at the election in
a hardware firm In Duluth.
explains how we teach barber trade MONROE BETWEEN 14TH AND
A BARGAIN STORE. We have
November, 1907.
In few weeks, mailed free. Moler I3TH STREETS. EASY MONTHLY
FRANK BOYD, Chairman,
always aimed at merchandise BA
PAYMENTS, LILLIARD D, SANTaft To Addreea
Barber College, St. -Louis, Mo.
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
good, or better, than the other
DERS.
Eft 7511.
St. Louis, Mo., May 29.- A mass
-TOR
RENT--Nttage.
Adams
fellows, to sell at a lower price.
convention of millers, assembled unMrs. Jessie Wicks went to Benton street, between Fourth and Fifth.
This is mighty well illustrated
der the auspices of the Millers' Na- this morning to visit.
Modern improvements. Apply 438 B.
tional Federation, met In St. Louis
Sixth. Ring 2791.
In our Graniteware department,
today to discuss various important
*WAWETT- Permanent board bY a
AA he following items show,
matters of mutual interest and to lay
traveling salesman In a private famiYou'll
be
buying
a
plans for bettering the trade condiA S QUART COFFEE POT,
ly, for himself, wife and aon.
Adtions. The millers allege that the,.
VOLCANIC Brand Enamelware.
dress is W., care Finn office.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHINt,
are not getting their share of the
*now white lining and mottled
FOR RENT-To a marrle& couple
prospenity and they purpose to find
tut-gamine, Mite outside, with entwo, nice unfurnished rooms. Batl
out the reason why. They blame the
ameled cover, also. Anything
THAT'S NO LONGER. WANTand gas light. Apply 522 Nortt
rallroade and unjust rates to a conlike the name quality elsewhere
siderable extent and also believe that
'Eighth at
would cost you from 75e to 90c,
ED,"WANT•ADVERTISE" IT
the situation would be benefited inefic
but our price is only
She: "You seam very thoughtful tonight, George."
ft ENT:--Seciiiid floor
ot
H•: "Yes. I was thinking-suppose our marriage shouldn't turn out a suo• calculably by trade reciprocity with
Thompson's apartment house. Sever
foreign countries, Secretary Taft will
Coss."
rooms.
All modern
conveniences
address the convon'tion tomorrow,
She: "ph, that would b• all right. We should have the present,
'to divide
Apply to 417 Washington or phone
betvveen us anyway."
319 BROADWAY
Few*
sad
Irealrat
Subscribe for The Sun, ,
2130. •

uck 91tillips

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
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TackleHart
If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

gnother 5hipmen1 of

il

PAGE FIVE.

Vgattings )ust "irriped

Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHINfi TACKLE

W

25c

At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

I

!

The rods,reeds
.,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions---the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

AT METROPOLIS

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

l

More Every- Day
Values at
NOAH'S ARK

CONSOLATION.

NOAH'S ARK

tonic
soon-probably need one
now. Brace up your system with VITAL VIM.
Take our word for it.
There's no better tonic
sold. Fin), cts. bottle at
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE

Eight NEW Straw Hats For

TENNESSEE RIVER
OPEN NAVIGATION

CURED TO s'f t V Ot'RED.

IN EGYPT

WILL DECREE

How a Paducah (Viers Found Outsplete Freedom From Kidney
Trout)!
-- HOW
EXPLORERS PRESIDENT CABRERA IS READY
SCIENTIFIC
If you suffer from backache—
WORKED IN ANCIENT LAND.
FOR ANY EMERGENCY.
From urinary disorders—
of
package
From any disease of the kidneys,
Get a 25c
What it Will Mean to St. Louis Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting Profeesor Petrie Telb. Abeut Diacoy- Has Purchased Two Minim Dollies
and Other Cities
cures.
t'iles in counection With PyResidence in Germany fur
Paducah people testify.
ramid of Giseh.
His Use,
ease
of
it:
Here's one
Strew Hat cleaner for 23e and
Mrs. George Romain, 2233 MeyUI Year Routed Channel Over Six
ers street, Paducah, Ky., says: "I
clean your last summers' hat
Hundred Miles Prom Paducah
have been a sufferer for a long time
London, May 29.—William MatCity of Mexico, May 2,9 —At the
to its Source.
eight times, it will look good
from a general complication of kid- thews Flinders Petrie, in a lecture state department today it was said
au
bothered
with
ney troubles. I was
before the subscribers of the British that no news from Guatemala had
as new each time.
aching back and lameness in my School of Archaeology in Egypt, told been received. The Mexican governa
shoulders and never was without
the first six months' work last ment is as yet unaware of the result
singleiof
WORK THAT IS BEING DONE
pain of some sort even for a
season in the pyramids of Gizeh and of the revision of proceedings in the
day. I used a great deal of medicine during the subsequent four months court of second instances in the cases
but never got anything that pleased in the adjacent region. The results of 19 men sentenced to death for alDrug Store.
Senator William B. Allison is the
relieved me so much as Doan's
and
"More
says:
paper
Louis
A St.
obtained, het said, represented the leged complicity in the recent atAlsenator
directly affected, Senator Doe
Pille
which
I
procured
at
Kidney
Louis
any other large city St.
rst
learn,'
5t and to some extent the second tempt to assassinate President Cabliver
having
been re-elected by the
store
after
drug
List's
&
vey
Sole agent Huyler's Candy.
is interested in the improvement of
also periods rera. From unofficial sources, it has
they.aneed third dynasties and '
last legislature. Under the primary
lug how they had helped me and
rising
in
which,
been
river,
learned
Tennessee
that
the
the
twelftb.
movement
of
from the ninth to the
Eastman Kokaks. law Cummins' name will be on the
certainly did for I now feel as well
the mountains of Virginia and, North
In the first month forty-nine graves Infantry battalions to the border
RezaII Remedies
did. They are also easy to
primary ballot in 1908 and the peoever
as
I
GOVERNOR
SEAT
SEEKS A
Carolina, empties in the Ohio near
tombs of state of Chiapas ite steadily proceed- IOWA'S
ple Sill be given an opportunity to
and seem to cure with out giv- were found in the royal
take
IN THE SENATE.
its mouth, a point closely tributary ing any ill effects." (From statement Abydos. The 'objectsdisclosed showed ing. It is alleged that private disexpress their preference, for guidpatches
have
connected
been
received
and
to
trade,
the
efof
to this center
that civilization in.Abydos was of the
giv en in 1900.)
ance of the next legislature, which
with it by a line of packets. Within
same character as in Memphis. There fect that Cabrera is prepared to flee
A Permanent Cure.
in 1909 will elect a successor to Alitto
Germany. As an evidence it is
Iwo or three years a permanent depth
On February 18, Mrs. Romain were atone vases, bracelets, blue
Son.
Whether Allison will also be a
Allison's
Succession
Is
Directly
Afof five feet at low water will have saia,: "I made a statement for publi- glazed pottery, and long necklaces, said: "He has Purchased what is
definitely
now
not
candidate Is
fected By This Early Declaraknown
asi
lhe
Hamburghoff
beHotel,
a
been secured in the Tennessee
cation several years ago telling of the indicating that the people of the
known.
tion.
magnificent
residence in
Hamburg,
tween its mouth and Chattanooga, great benefits I had received from household wore ornaments similar to
at a cost of $2,000,000 in gold.
and of three feet between Chatta- the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. Now;those of the royal house but of a
Mrs. Talkative—"Mrs. Chatter is a
nooga and Knoxville. This will give after a lapse of seven years I am glad cheaperkind. There was a slate
dreadful gossip."
Cleans Straw II ats and continuous
navigation in the Tennes- to say that I have not had an at- palette for
printing of the kind
Des Moines;lowa, May 29.—It was
Unpardonable,•
Mrs. Eager—"Is she!"
Panamas,cleans and presses see at all seasons for a distance of tack since, so I have every reason to hitherto found. "Wands with elabo
announced definitely today tnar GovMrs. Talkative— "Yes, Indeed.
a
a
permanent
Louis
effected
to
St.
they
open
believe
G53 miles, and
rate ivory carving and knives of the
ernor Cummins will be a candidate Why you can't tell her anything
Ladies' and Men's clothes. trade reaching the tier of states on Cure."
first dynasty were also discovered.
for the United States senate, subject
that she doesn't know already." —
For sale by all dealers. Pt ice 50
the South Atlantic. a region which
The second dynasty work has been
to the endorsement of the RepubliCalled for and del veried in
Baltimore American.
addition to other resources, is rich cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, mostly destroyed by the twenty-sixth
cens at next year's primary election
in minerals. At the present time the New Yet*, sole agents, for the united but in these comparatively modern
in covered wagon.
under the recently enacted primary
freight rates by river from St. Louis States.
It has been remarked that cheap
Itombs there were unearthed stone
law. It has been rumored that Cumname—
Doan's
Remember the
— vases of the earlier age. There were
to Chattanooga are from 23 to 61
mins would seek a seat in the senate, whisky is a dilution and a snare. And
SATISFACTION
cents per 100 pounds, compared with and take no other.
but no definite announcement was it might be added that many a man
found, also, objects of quartz and
is snared by the dilution.
made until today.
cornelian; also a long slab, twelve by
GUARANTEED the charge of 38 to 99 cents by rail.
Life of the Hustler.
This year navigation is carried on
two inches, made of flint, with a
Hurry,
regularly in the Tennessee below
sharp, polished edge. The use to
Worry,
Club Membership $1 per Chattanooga by several steamers with
which it was put scientists are unThus
we
go,
a capacity of from 25e to 40,0 tons
able to say. It was highly finished
month.
Toiling,
One of these vessels, built especially
and the investigators had seen nothMoiling,
for the lower Tennessee at a cost of
ing like it.
blow,
for
Blow
$25,4100, is lee feet long and draws
Fixes Antiquity of Gisch.
lour and one-half feet. She has much
The season was particularly interRaging,
excursion travel through the mounS. E. BIMBERGER, Prep.
esting as objects of the first three
Aging.
"That new boarder is perfectly hor
tain section of the river. With a suit
dynasties were found, whereas the
Both Phones 1507.
fast,
Speeding
able boat and a sufficient channel, no
origin of the Gizeh pyramids hitherto rible. Be kissed me in the dark hall
Sinning,
waterway will lack business.
has been ascribed to the fourth dy- last night?"
Winning,
"Oh. I wouldn't teake a fuss about
Tennesimprovement
of
the
"The
handGirl—"That
Chorus
nasty.
First
At the last.
a little thing like that."
any
that
of
advanced
than
is
more
see
worked
part
of
scientists
also
' The
some millionaire said I was a jewel.
"Neither would 1, but he begged niy
'4#
other laree river in the Mississippi
the way through a crowded ceme- pardon and said he mistook me for the k
Be also said he would like to have
Rapid,
shoals the governMussel
valley.
At
home
1,60e
skulls,
brought
and
tery
chambermaid."
me for his own little wife."
Vapid,
meat has spent $3,129,000, and prowhich Prof. Karl Pearson now is ex-i•
Pace we set,
Second Chorus Girt--"Yes; I hear
ivided a five foot channel, which will
emitting.
Tainted,
Sleepy Time.
he has been collecting antique jewels be completed by work on the canal
At Assuit hundreds of tombs from
Painted,
Good night, little baby;
for some tIme.e—Ciecago News.
'approaches. Colbert and Bee Tree
were'
the
the
twelfth
dynasty
sixth
to
Gauds we get.
I've counted your toes,
shoals, between Florence.and Riverdiscovered. The most interesting
I've kissed all your fingers,
Patience is a splendid virtue—in i ton, are the worst remaining obstruefinds were the trays used for food
Sighing,
And rumpled your nose.
others.
4111111111111 1 tions. Here the depth contemplated
offerings, which gradually were deDying,
Is five feet. On this stretch $1,2,23,became models
veloped
until
they
Maybe fame,
Good night, little baby;
000 has been expended; $471.000 auof dwellings with staircases and porDust to
The day's gone away;
thorized but not expended, and the
Some of them are
tico
and
the
like.
Dust—so
The big, tired darkness
$5-13,We0 in the latest river and hartwo
feet
high.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Ends the game,
Doesn't know bow to play.
bor bill will suffice. One steamer 185
Thue: the investigators were able
--Birmingham Age-Herald.
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
feet long and two others navigate the
to smektain what the old Egyptian Good night, little baby;
river between Chattanooga and Knoxdwelling was like. But few of these
Vacation Trips,
My arms are the bed,
ville, the largest drawing three and
In the summer resort region of objects were known before now. My heart is the pillow.
harbors
river
and
one-half feet. The
There have been found 1541 in more
My love Is the spread.
bill recently passed allotted $990.575 Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern or less perfect condition. The sec—Anita Pitch in Century.
to the Tennessee and its adquate im- Michigan, The North-Western Line tions of some of these were shown
provement may be counted on within reaches with direct train service and on a screen. In some cases the house
Longfellow Revised.
a few years. On the obstructions near through Pullman sleeping cars, a was two stories high. One was of
Chattanooga 51,04140000 has been series of cool summer resorts, hunt- elaborate character, with a stairway Let us, Olen, be up and doing,
Even if we raise a fuss.
spent, but all that the national gov- ing and fishing grounds, which for and chambers behind. The first esernment has been Called pn for in variety of interest excel all others, sential of the EgePtlan house was the Or, ala -ik, we may be ruing
How the others will do us.
that locality is $62,970 to complete Numerous good hotels, boarding portico—which in the earliest stage
—Indianapolis News.
the lock gates and other maehinery,
houses and camps. Seale of the best constituted the house—being copied
which sum Is also embraced in the
from
the
temple,
which,
of
course,
fishing in the world. If you are innew bill,
terested in finding a place suited to was regarded as the god's house,
Asked and Answered.
idea
of
"Along the Tennessee the
Used House for Tomb.
your particular needs, will upon any
abandoning navigation has never
One wooden tomb of the twelfth
been entertained and the tonnage has ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze, dynasty was found. It is one of the
general
agent,
436
Walnut
street,
BY
the
been
considerable.
.1ways
finest ever seen. It was at the
government returns the value of ship- Cincinnati, Ohio.
mouth of a rock tomb of a chief,
ments along the river in 19,e5 was
which contained
five statues and
$27,000,000. of which $2,7.00,0e1
"What can we do to improve the other objects. The scientists often
Is the easiest to operate. the .most
durable and economical on the .was on the river above Chattanooga. present method of dancing?" thun- had wondered at the size of the rock
In five years ending with 19e5 the dered the parson: "dancing eis mere tombs, but concluded from what they
market. The automatic oiler is a
strong feature and it has many Tennessee river trade doubled. The hugging set to music."
had seen of unfinished ones that they
other points you will like. Each
population In touch with it main"We might cut out the musk," were used as a qtiarry by the chief
engine is guaranteed by the manu- tained their faith In its navigation
facturers, largest concern of its
softly suggested the bad young man to build a house which he would inkind in the world. Call at 407 S. and made the most of sueh means for In the rear of the auditorium —Phil- habit in life and then a space was
Its utilization as were within their
Third street and see them.
quarried out to be used for the last
Terieher—(an a leopard chalice 1,)
reach
They have the satisfaction adelphia Inquirer.
long sleep of death.
spots, Ffeddie?
now of leading the rest of the MisThe searchers found also two com- •Fredgfe--tea.` ale'
sissippi valley in the permanent betIf you have anything to say to a plete models of boats and a black
Teacher- Wrong Of course he can't'
terment of the great natural highway mule say it to his face.
Freddie-- If he's tired of sitting tit
granite figure fifteen inches high,
of trade that nature bestowed upon
which
showed
much
anatomical one spot, he can change to another,
them. In the course of a few years
knowledge, though the proportions can't he?
steamers loaded at St. Louis will run
were not always correct. Such figas far east as Knoxville, in the westThe best way to Make folks hun
ures are rare in twelfth dynasty
ern slope of the Alleghenies. A
gry for heaven is to give them
tombs.
waterway has been planned to contaste of happiness here.
eect with the Black Warrior, a route
In making a thing go as far as
at would afford an outlet to the
possible, be caret' I not to stretch
A dollar's worth of cash is wort
ell( of Mexico. With the isthmian
the truth.
two in credit,
eial in prospect there can not be
The following reduced rates
si many."

3 1-8c Each

DON'T YOU STAND FOR IT
Don't kick and fuss---just order
the New Phone.

ELKAY'S

PADUCAH HOME TRENIONE CO., Inc.

McPHERSON'S

CUMMINS' AMBITION
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Real Estate Agency.
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Do you knoW Why more
than 1,000families in
Paducah

This Gasoline Elgin

L.L. NELSON

are announced:
Los Angeles,(7a1.—Electric
Medical Association, June 8th
to 15th; limit August 31st.
Round trip, 160.50.

Richmond, Va., round trip
will
$16.80. Special train
leave Paducah about noon
May 28, carrying through
sleepers to Richmond, account
Confederate reunion.
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
Spring Meeting—Jockey Club
—46.95 round trip, May 6, returning May 7; $8.95 rotund
trip, May 4, good returning
June 9; May G-11-18-22-2529, June 1-5 am! 8, limit two
days.
Cairo, Ill.. Thursday, May
train
30. Special excursion
leaves Paducah at 9 a. m.,
round tripell; returning leave
Cairo 10 p. m., same date.

For information, apPri to
(7ity Ticket ogiol, Fifth and
Broadway or Udion Depot.
J. T. DONQVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cface
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

COOK
WITH
GAS?

No Danger.
Sam Bernard was strolling down
:oadway theother day, and stopped
.. watch a derailed trolley, says
Young's Magazine. All the passert
gers were on one side of the track,
with the exception of one lady, who
seemed to be afraid to cross the rails,
When Mr. Bernard drew near she
asked, in a timid voice:
"Wouldn't I get a shoe' if I put
my foot on that rail!" pointing to
the nearest one.
"No, madame," answered Mr. Bernard, politely. "Not unless yon put
your other foot on the trolley wire."
"That young man who proposed to
ritr Is enormously rich."
the
"Yes," answered
haughty
girl. ,"He's too enormously rich. I
don't eke the risk of having the tamliv name up before a grand IttrY."—.
Washington Star.
A fast life makes a loose character.
Rumor hath a thousand tongues.
and most of them are going at once,

.\1

Medal Fiends Rob Kuroki
IN ADDITION
To our new goods, we are
now receiving, we have in
stock some bargains in second
hand pianos, slightly used
and but little abused, at
tempting prices and attractive
terms; including
Knabe
King bury,
Grunewalti.
Ellington.

Players from $75.00 Up
The player piano a specialty.
Delighted to show them.
"Come in again."

W. T. Miller & Bro.
818 Broadway.

New York May 29.- The theft be against the Chinese, and one of gold
souvenir bunters or others of ten megented to him for jumping overvaluable medals and decorations be- board during a storm and saving a
longing to Lieutenant Mori, of the shipmate.
Japanese cruiser Chitoge while that
Native of India..
vessel was at anchor here recently
Mr. V. E. Beksh, a native of India,
became known today through correspondence between American naval of- will give three lectures at the Chaufirers, weo have undertaken to find tauqua. His parents are natives who
the missing deeoratioas If possible. were converted to Christianity and
One day during the cruiser's stay In are missionaries This gentleman has
this port, Lieutenant Mores service been largely educated in this country
blouse, on which were pinned the and speaks fluent English. He is also
medale, hung behind a door leading very witty and his comparisons beto the oflicere' quarters on the Chi- tween Indian and American ways are
tone. While It ass there some one very entertaining. He has done much
cut the cloth on either side of the Chautauqua work and Is popular evfront Of the blouse and carried away erywhere. It Is Instructive always to
the medals. Among the decorations hear a native discuss his own counvier, the Order of the Rising Sun, try and India is BO vast and varied
which was given, to Lieutenant Mori much can be learned. that IA worth
by the emperor for exceptional cour- while.
age during the attack on Port ArYou can never tell What will hap'thur, medals for his partielpation in
the Yellow sea' fight against the Rule pen when an expert butts into the
Cans and in the battle of the Yalu UM,

'
i

,
,
Ask some of them

The Paducah Light& Pour Co,
s

WEDNESDAY, MAY BO.

ISE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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What Ails You?

,

Do you feel weak, tired. despondent,
have frequent headachee, coated ogee,
•bitter or had taste in morning, "heartburn." belching of gas, acid risings in
throat after eating, stomach gnaw or
burn, foul breath, dizzy spells, poor or
variable appetite, nausea at times and
kindred symptoms?
It yo
ye any considerable number of
Hi above
barns you are suffering
from Memel
pid liver with indigeetion.
UtP e 's Golden
Pe
ttledieal Utecteverabemedieo.m of the mosi
valuable Medicinal DrIncipies known to
niedleyyt1 science for the_permaamit cure of
curt ibnormelconditiops It is & most
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic,
bowel regulator and nerve strengthener.
The•Imiden Medical Discovery"is not
a patent medicine 'or secret nostrum, a
full list of its ingredients being printed
on Its bottle-wrapper and attested under
oath. A glance at its formula will show
that It contains no alcohol, or harmful
habit-forming drugs. It is a fluid extract
made with pure, triple-refined glycerine,
of proper strength, from the roots of the
following native American forest plants,
viz., Golden Seal root, Stone root, Black
Cherrybark, Queen's root, Bloodroot, and
Mandrake root.
The following leading medical authoritiee

People's Cure
for Stomach Ills

A MAKER
OF HISTORY

It would be folly to say that a person IS
THE ONE UNDER WHICH
should always be his own doctor. There
PIERCE IS INDRTED,
are times when one cannot be too quick
in consulting a competent and reliable
physician, but the fact does remain that
there are many ailments that can be
nub"s it sete in of Texas Stag ute
cured at home at very little expense.
Stich remedies can be bought at auy
Repealed Before He Swore to
first-class drug store for a small sum.
Statement.
Among the diseases that can be effectively treated at home are such as pertain to the stomach,
and bowels,
like coaatipation dyspepsia, biliousness,
'St. Louis, May 29.—That 11. Clay
llatulentry. sour stomach, bloated stomach. hick
headaches. heartburn. ete. For these troubles Pierce, millionaire and railroad magthere is no better remedy then Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. the great herb laxat I ve compound. nate, wattled In Texas on an indictand among its Stalinctieht fricuiii are the docfor perjury, alleged to have
torsthemselves. lu such troubles they know ment
they have numbing tatter to offer than the In- been committed when the
Watersgreiltenta contained in this remedy, and beam
Pierce Oil company was readmitted
the liberal ones advise their patients to take
Rotten trappens that at the commencement to the state of Texas in 1900, should
of =attack some people hesitate to take such a
Simple remedy, arid run to a doctor, but after have been discharged on the writ oh
trying various doctors they finally take Dr. habeas corpus is the opinion of Con
Caldwell's Sz-rup Pepsin 'tad have their well.
dence rewarded by a cure. A good ease in point 'gressman C. H. Yoakum, of
Fort
Is that of Mr. Herrin. of Lawrenceville. 111., I Worth, Tex.,
for several years a diswho suffered from what the docors called catarrh of the stomach. lie was given up to die trict attorney in that state.
by three leading physicians. Be had no appeAttorney Yoakum, who is here on
tite, couldn't digest what lat./8 he did eat, bad
smere palms in the stomach. sad dually, wao. legal bust se for the Prime railroad
mentw when lie himself thought he would die.
leo that Mr. Pierce should
Ultimately he was advised to try Dr. Caldwelig said las
Syrup Pepsin and did so. and now he is entirely have
en released by Judge Adams
cured and has gained 55 pounds, tie naturally
advises an eufferers from weak stomach to use on the habeas corpus proceeding-s.
it. Bean be had in 50 cent and $1 bottles, and because the law which
he Is charged
results are absolutely guaranteod Or Money LW
with violating had been repealed on
refunded.
Buy a bottle to-day and watch results,
the grounds of
unconstitutionality
ybeteCtoy._ long before the indictment was resvg:Usiterl
Z:
T
turned.
log can haves tree sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the Company. This ofier Is to prove tnat the
"The affidavit section of the Texas
remedy will do as we claire and Is ooly omen to those
oat bare never taken It. Send for 1111 you have any anti-trust law was copied after the
oymetowe of stomach, trier or bowel testate Gentlest
Illinois anti-trust statute, which was
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
declared unconstitutional by the sufonts. A guaranteed, perageeet loss cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "ho (maths 50 Good and Sure
preme court of that state." he said.
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIS." TOO CifoiluCt
"The Texas anti-trust law was en
bears punty guarantee No. 17. Washinglea. D. C,
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
acted in 189.5. When the affidavit
1107Caldavell Bldg.. ilontleello.
feature of the Illinois law killed it,
the Texas legislature amended the
statute by repealing the affidavit proHis Idea of Equipment.
The morning after the wreck of vision in 190:1. Mr. Pierce made the
affidavit that the Waters-Pierce is
one of the fast trains running benot in any combination or confedertween New York and Chicago, an old ation
for the restraint of trade or
farmer was standing on the bank of competiou in 1900."
the river into whSch the train had
plunged, intently watching the waam veva inotlfa'T
Succeed
tiria time use lierbine am,
ter. A stranger approached and nat- yc.0 will the
get instant relief. The great
urally the conversation reverted to eat liver regulator. A positive Curt'
for Constipation,
Malaria.
the wreck and the fortunate escape Chills and all livesDyspepsia,
complaints. Mr. C.
of Emory, Tex., writes: "My
of all the -passengers.
wife hits
been using Herbine for herself and
"It was the costliest train in the children for five years. It Is a stir'cure for constipation and malaria revel.
world," informed the stranger.
which is Substantiated by what it has
"Yes," grunted
the other, etill done for my family."
Sold by all druggists.
Watching the stream.
"And alto the best equipped," the
The Barkeeper Lost.
newcomer continued.
Future historians of Boston will
"No doubt about it," assented the devote appropriate space, I trust, to
old farmer. "I've fished a dozen bot- the following incident, related to me,
tles out of the water already." — says the clerk of the day in the Boston Evening Transcript, by one who
Harper's Weekly.
vouches for Its truth:
At a certain gilded bar there arEasily Knocked Out.
rived the other morning a dignitary
from the rural glades. "Glass of
cider," said he, and then, having
swallowed the same, "What time is
it?"
"Ten minutes of nine."
"Ail right; another glass of cider
Say seen a man looking for me; Jim
Jenkins. Anybody asked for me?"
"No, nobody. Why?"
"Well, yesterday, a man came up
to me. Never seen him before, 's
fur's I knew; but he had my name
right--know my
folks, too, back
home. Borrowed fifty dollars. Said
he'd meet me here at 9 o'clock an'
pay up. I'll have another glass of
cider."
"Sorry, old man, hut I guess you're
stuck. That man won't come around.
He's a bunco steerer."
"Bet you ten dollars he'll be here
by 9 o'clock."
"I'll go you."
"Here's the money. Give me another glass of cider."
Aud then, to the barkeeper's horror
and consternation, in
walked a
stranger, who exclaimed, "Hello,
Mr. Jenkins!
Good as my word.
ain't I? Here's the fifty you let me
Thanks for the favor."
Thus was an
innocent barkeep
done out of ten dollars; by a pair of
ingenious operators. Police take
notice!

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM, •
Author of 'The

Master Muammar:"A
Sabha.'"Ansa the

Prince of Siriners.` 1
.
Iviesreirious Mr.
v en tithess.- Ere.

Copyright. 1903. 1904 by LITTLE. BROWN.

and COMPANY.

(Continued from YootterdaY.)
elder and stouter of the two busied
CHAPTER XXXV.
himself with an inch rule and an atlas.
HRME men were the sole occu- He seemed to be making calculations
pants of the great room whese as to the distance between Cherbourg
windows looked out upon the amid it certain spot In the North Kea.
"What is the chief's own neutir his
Louvre. ,The table around
which they were seated was strewn companion asked. "Doers any one
with papers and maps. The door of the know?' .
The other shook his head.
room was locked, aud a sentry stood
outside in the passage. The three men
"Who can gay? Our ties of friendship with England are too recent to
were busy making history.
among a host of others, extol the foregoing
The man who occupied the seat at make this a matter of sentluteut I beroots for the cure of just such ailments as the
above symptoms Indicate: Prof.S. Bartholow. the head of the table was the IL Gris- lieve that without proof lie fears to acM. D.. of Jefferson bled. College. Phila.: Prof. sou, to whom Guy Poynton, at the in- cept this statement. And yet above all
H.C Wood. H. D..of rniv.of Pa: Prof.Fdwin
M. Hale. H. It. of Hahnemann Med. College, stigation of the Due de Bergillac, had things he fears Germany. There was
Chicago; Prof. John King. M. D.. Author of told his story. It was be who was some talk of it missing page of the acAmerican Dispensatory; Prof. mo. H. Scudtual treaty bet weeu Russia anti Gerder. 51, D.. A nthorof Specific Medicines; Prof. spokesman.
Laurence Johnson. N. D.. Med. Dept. Univ. of
"The situation," he said, "is one many. If this could be feund I believe
N.
Prof. Finley Ellingwood. M.D.. A uthor
of Ibteria Medics and Prof. In Bennett Medi- which bristles with difficulties. We will that he would sign the draft treaty."
cal Lloilege. Chicago. Send name and ad- assume for a moment the truth of what
"I myself." the other said, "do not
dress on Postal Card to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.. and receive free booklet [tiring we have certainly reasonable ground believe that England would be so easiextracts from writings of all the above medi- to believe. Russia has shown every ly overpowered."
cal authors and many others endorsing. in the
"It Ls the suddenness and treachery
strongest modiste terms, each and every in- sign of disappointment with uã for our
gredient of which "Golden Medical Discov- general attitude during the war. Our of the attack which counte so greatly
ery ,Is composed.
Dr. Pierre's Pleasant Pellets regulate and understanding with England has pro- in its favor," his commotion said. "II
-Invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. They voked a vigorous though unofficial pro- might be all over In two days before
Ma
,he used in conjunction with "Golden
Medical Discovery ^It bowels are much Con- test from her representatives here she could assemble a fifth part of her
stipated. They're tiny and sugar-coated...
Since then our relations have become forees. If our information is correct
to a certain extent strained. Germany, Germany lets men enough mebilleed to
Deliver the goods—Don't wait un- ever on the leokout for complications run liege risks. Besides, you know
which might lead to her own advan- how Lafarge's report ran and what he
til they're called for.
tage, steps in. Her attitude toward said. The German army is beginning
Russia is changed to one of open and to suffer from a sort of dry rot, as
It pays to be honest, but there are profound sympathy. Russia in herdesmust all institutions which fulfill n
better Investments,
perate straits riees like a starving fish different purpose than that for which
to a fat fly. Here it is that our secret 4bey exist, The emperor knows it.
SCI-ViCe steps in."
If war does not conic Germany will
"Our garret service—and her allies," have he feee severe military troubles."
one of the other men murmuree.
"I myself am for the alliance."
"Exactly! We pass now into the
METROPOLIS, ILL.
"And I," the other replied. "If proof
consideration of facts which netei one of thik Germano-Russian understandD. A. Bailey, Prop.
thing only to justify oer course of ac- ing could he produced."
!fewest and beat hotel in the cit7. tion. Evidence Is brought to us that a
M. Grisson returned. He carefully
Rates $2.00.
Two large sample secret meeting toek place between the closed and locked the door behind him.
czar
of Russia and the emperor of Gerlooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
"Gentlemen," ite said, "the German
the only centrally located Hotel la many. From all the information which ambassador has just left me. His
we have collected that meeting Was mission in every
way confirms our sebe city,
possible. I personally believe that it cret information. He
has been inCOMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOtook place. A treaty Is said to have structed
to inquire as to our attitude
been drawn up between them having
In the event of any British interference
for its object the embroilment of Engwith the Baltic fleet while in home waland
with Russia and alliance of GerST. LOUIS AND TENNIZSIKE
ters."
many with Russia mo far as regards
RIVER PACKET COMEPAN3
The two men looked up expectantly.
her quarrel with England. We know
that Germany is secretly mobilizing M. Grisson continued.
(To Be Continued.)
FOR TENNESSEIC RIVER.
men and ships.
"We know that the ambition of the
STOP GRUMBLING
empergr is to possess himself of the
If you suffer from Rheumatism or
eolonies of Great Britain, If not actu- pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment
ally' to hold his court In London. We cure for Sprains, Rheumatism. ConMuscles and
all pains—and
know that his jealousy of King, Ed- tracted
within the, reach of all. Price Inc, 50e
ward amounts to a disease. We know and $1.00. C. R. Smith. Tenaha, Tex.,
writes: "I have used Ballard's Snow
that be is a man of daring and violent Liniment
in my family for yearns sn.1
temper, with an Indomitable will and have found it a fine remedy for all
pains
and
aches. I recommend It for
L•Pdirrw Pedneab For Tennessee River an unflinching belief In his own Infallipains In the chest."
bility and the infallibility of his army
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Sold by all druggists.
anti navy. We know that he has at
B. W. WRIGHT,
Mantel
least a dozen schemes for n sudden atCynical VielYst,
EUGENE ROBINSON,
Clerk tack upon England,
and, mighty though
Dr. Emil Reich, the famous lertitrTb Le company is not responsible the navy of Great
Britain is, It is not
tor Invoice charges unless collect% in our opinion strong enough to pro- er and historian, was once discussby tI !len ce the boat.
tect her shore from the combined Bal- ing marriage at a dinner in New
tic and German fleets and also protect York "That was a wise saving of the
her colonies. England, through our old Greek philosopher," murmured
friendship, has been warned. She pro- an electrician: "'Whether you marry
poses with most flattering alacrity the her or not you will regret K.'" "I
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
only possible counter stroke—an alli- knew an old maid
in my native Eperance with ourselves. We must decide
KENTUCKY.
jes," said Dr. Retch, "who once got
within
twelve
hours.
The
treaty
hem
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
upon my desk there.. Upon us must off a saying almost as good as the
and Literary Work a specialty.
rest the most momentous derision Immortal Greek one. 'Auntie,' said
which any Frenchman within our rec- her little niece to her, 'what would
ollection has been called upon to make. you do if Yog had your life to live
KITA.NSVILLIfe
PADUCAH
AND
What have you to say, gentlemen?"
over again?' Tbe lonely spinster with
There was a short silence. Then the a soar smile answered: 'Get married
CAIRO LINE.
man who sat at M. Gristion's right 'Wore I had sense enough
to decide
(Incorporated)
hand spoke.
MI be an old maid
"The Manes before us." he said slowIvanserille and Paducah Pac.keta ly, "are appalling. Every Frenchman's
The picture of many a thirty-cent
blood must boll at the thought of Germany greedily helping herself to the roan reposes in a thirty-dollar gilt
mighty wealth and power of Great frame.
Britain—becoming by this single mar;
ter stroke the strongest nation on
The man who Is always right is
earth, able to dictate even to us and to
THE 11.11rE for3URANCE
(DaLoy Except Sunday.)
Muddle has started the public to thinkher word unchallenged through- always a nuisances.
send
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8
ing. The wonderful slicerss that has
out the world. It is a hideous picture.
met Ballard's Horehound Syrup In Ite
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
It must mean the abandonment forever
crusade on Coughs. Influenza. Bron
rill* and way landings at 11 a. in.
chitis and all pulmonary troubles has
of the hope of every true Frenchman.
For the
alerted the public to thinking of this
Special excursion rate now in at Every minute will become a menace
vv,inderful preparation. They are RI
"Say,
knocks
in
kind
•
talk
tliat
of
using it. Join
feet from Paducah to Evansville ane to us. Wilhelm, the arrogant, with
the
proceesion ante
down with
silly."
sickness. Price
He. Soc
•
return, $4.al). Elegant musts on the Britlah gold and British ships at his
and Si nn.
wasn't
"And it.
a very hard blow at
Sold by all druggists.
back, will never forget to flaunt himboat. Tabl unsurpassed.
that." .
self before us to our eternal humiliaDenatured
tion."
He Hadn't Changed,'
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
The Grenteat PrOOt.
The Smiths had invited the minis"You are taking it for granted," his
Alcohol
They vrhre just coming out of
neighbor remarked, "that Germany
ter to dinner. As the.or course was
Leaves Pai,acah for Cairo and wal
Wyndhent'S theater, after Seeing a
will be stuvesisful."
reached
little Witlie, sato had been
landings at 8 a. in. sharpe, daily, as
performance of that moist laughable
"The odds are in her favor," was the
We take pleasure in announcicloaely watching the weele almost
eept Sunday. Special excursion rates quiet reply. "The navy of Great Britplay, "When Knights Ve'ere Bold."
ing that we now have Denatured
rentinually through the meal, looked
now in effect from Paducah to Cain ain is Immense, hut her sea front, so to
"Oh,.George. sighed the romanile
Alcohol for our trade. It i's
over at eirn once more and said:
and return, with or without meals speak. is enormous. She is open to be
"-heir I with yon -were.one of
maid,
be used for burning purposes
"You haven't changed a hit ern,
the
of
prey
a
swift
sudden
and
attack,
and room. Good music and table un
those ,ohi-tintie knights. eh that you
only, as nearly every one now
ynu Matted eating, have you, Mr.
the moment has nelref been more fasurpassed.
do'
mule'
something
brave
show
to
knows, but for use in the arts
vorable."
Curtis?"
For further information apply I.
your Love% for mite."
and mechanics It is the moat
"Let all these things be granted,"
"Why, no," laughed the minister,
B. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent,
"What
want?"
More
you
do
milted
economical and satisfactory rue
the third man said. "Eves then are we
"Why do y-eu ask that question?"
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a free to enter into this aWance with
George.,"Flaven't I agreed to marry
known.
"Because," b!urted Willie, confusFowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. olio England? Our treaty with Russia reyou, and 'me only getting $10 a
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
ed by the pairs of eyes focused on
Welt phone- No. 83.
mains. We have no proof that she has
week?" --Tatler, London.
alum burns without any of its
him, "because I heard pa tell or,
broken faith with us. If this seeret
offensive
odor.
Next
you'd make a big hog of yourself a
time
try
treaty between Runlet and Germany
ROMU1011a had just left his fosterit in your chatirg dish or alcosoon as ou got sour eye on the cornreally exists It Is of course another
mother, the wolf, and was on his way ed
hol beater; it will be a revelamatter. lint does it? We have nothbeef and cabbage."—The Roheto the seashore, when he met Remus. Wien
ing but the word of an English boy.
tion to you. lie sure to phone
for May.
"What's the matter, brother?". he
The rest Is all exemption. The whole
WINSTEA D'S, for no other
Round trip Pamir/don rates
doIs
knife
what
"And
your
affair might be a nightmare. We
tsked.
Paducah druggist handles It.
DO TOV LOVE
might sign this treaty with England
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
ing out of Its sheath?"
Your baby? You wonder why he criem.
both Phone* 756.
and find afterward that we had been
The junior founder of Rome Buy a bottle of Where* Cream Vet- Mi14% Louie and Memphis, which
ring. and
he will never cry. Meat
the victim of ti trick. We should be
"There's a black- moms have worms, and the
frowned darkly
ay. as follows:
menthe
15c t pt. and bottle; 5o rebate
perjured before the face of all Europe,
dont
know
it. White's ("ream Verne
whiskered trader from Tyre down
twit. rids the child of worms end
for bottle.
sod our CHO financial Interests In
Peducah to Cincinnati and
there on the shore." he growled, cleans out Its system in a pltsetant
Russia would at once be placed in a
25'• 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
return
$11.00
"who had the nerve to offer me three way. , tarory mother Should keep a botperilous position."
tle of this medicine in the house. With
for bottle.
pieces of told for mother's pelt"— it fear need never enter her mind.
A telephone upon the table rang softSt. IwoUls
7.30
Price 2
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: 10e rebate
ly. M. Griarton held the receiver to his
Sold by all druggists.
•
Memphis
for
bottle.
7.30
ear and liatentiti. Then he rose to hie
your
go
to
time
ylois
hate
feet.
Preetidigitateur (during his grand
oath !Wm, you may find the highest gold piece mil"Vomit von Written desires a word
could teke $20
bidder otitougli want advertising.
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
with me," he announced. "He pledges
gold piems from your pocket all
himself
not
to
keep me More then five
(Moe Richmond House.:
right.
NUN Service on Telt'
Orders.
minutes. 1 bed better receive him. Ea
Faaedy
The Ctise r minimsr or finsnre Is
Telephone Ofi
Individual
ahead,
fin
Fletenth
and B.
cinema, geode
planning reforms lh the sliver and par&
glee ye balf.—Ntror Yolk
he ter9
left alone. Tht
tWe•kly.
topper turrenq Of the empire,
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FREE TEST

A

NEW STATE HOTEL

STESIIElt CITE

HENRY MANN, JR.

L.

OBSOLETE LAW

CHAFING DISH

LEE LINE STEAMERS

I

S.D. WINSTEAD
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Great Summer Discount
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
SUMMER DISCOUNT NM ON. POSITIONS secured or MONBY BACK

DRAUCHON'S431ASCITM% COLLEGES

year,' success. Adrir.--.1No. F. DRAW:HON; Pres.
PADUCAH, 314 Broadway, or Evansville, St. Louis or Memphis.
oilcgc, IN

ORAYSON SPRINOS, KY.
Most noted waters and baths in America
RESCIRT
THE IDEAL, FAMILY
Electric lighted, SWAM heated, Capacity 600 guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS -Sulphur, Mud, Vapor anti Massage.
A NI I'SEM ENTS —Dancing, Bowling, laniards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fishing
Spatial Los Rees Owes Woo et 1901. Reduced Roust Trip Rstts so IlilOOS Central Rand
For Pamphlet and Rates Address
MERCKE BROS., OWNEItt AND

Tree Planting in Norway.
Wriang from Christiania, Norway,
Michael Alger, the United States vice
consul, says that forest planting has
attracted much attention
in recent
years. There were &Menne trees
tented and 7.15 potrnds of seed sown
in 1905. School children planted 1,07,400 trees and sowed 176 pounds
of seed. Forest planting is gradually

MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRIN5S. KY.

being introduced as a subject in the
public schools. Especially on tit) meet.
coast the set! 11 children haft taken
much iniciest at the matter. In a
100,000 trees have
single parish
been planted by the pupils in the
last three or four years.
How easy it is to suggest a remedy
for other people's ills.

The Best Carriage
SerYice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give pronit personal attention at all times.

HARRY

ANDERSON• PH ONE 915

a,

We Use the King of All I
Bosom Ironer s..Why?
_

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
_

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Hotel Marlboroug
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located lintel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theetres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department. Up-to-dete in all respects. Telephone in ea. h room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chief attraction for Special
Dishes and Popular hfu.;ic.
European Has,

4N

LOOM

21$ BAAL

-tem tat Rooms $1.50 and upward. $2.00 and nrward
KA. Parlor, Eledrame
and upward. $1.00 extra where two parsons on.cnrw a single Menu end Bath
WRITE MR BOOKLET,

s3.00

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY a
F_ M. TIER NE Y. WI

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp---it protects you.

eee•

•
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ALL TEACHERS
RECOMMENDED

Only Three Days More to Buy One of
Those $35 to $50 Suits for $19.98

F

IR the rest of this week the price of those beautifully

Committee and Superintende
Elect Conterz

Tailored Suits, with Cutaway, Prince Chap and Three-

quarter length coats will remain only

$19.98-an

met. with thus far gives 'is eontidenee that you, too, will deFor three more days

this price is open. Each day the true value of these natty little
suits impresses itself anew on the ladies and the crowd grows
larger.

Why not be one of the early ones tomorrow and get a

choice one for yourself?

Exclusive
Ladies'
Ready-to..
Wear

Look in our windows and see

them.

Exclusive
•
I
/0k
. ' Ladles
•
Ready-toWear
.,...-. r)l'C P

_
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

THURSDAY AT
0(.
1 1 1_.-V

I E'S

On the --Second Floor.

.

-

REMEMBER
Thursday
Friday

Skirts,

W

Second Floor
First Floor

Carpets,

Mattings

intend to make these sales interesting to you.
We want to make Thursday on our second
floor as popular as Friday is on our first, and if they
keep IT as well as they started we will he more than
satisfied-and you will profit hy it. We metion the
following:
E

SKIRT SACRIFICE
To make things interesting Thursday on our second
floor we are going to sacrifice our colored mixed
skirts.
You can have any colored mixed skirt in tho dethat sold ABOVE 16.00
for
All that sold for $6.00 or $5.50
for
This includes all this season's newest cuts of fine
Chiffon Panama Cloth. Summer Serges and such
stylish weaves.
No matter what price skirt it is, whether an
$10 or $15 one, so long as it is a colored mixed skirt,
-you can have it for 15.95.
And if it sold for 16.00 or $5.50 you can have it
fort $3 95.
partment

S5.95

$12.50 Voile Skirts $10.00
One lot of genuine Aultman Voile Tailored Skirts
(black) exira full, best value ever offered
at $12 50, Thursday .________..........
0100

ei
01

$8.00 Panama Skirts $5 98
- --- ------ - -- - -Another lot of those Tailored Panama Skirts that.
want in a hurry last Thursday,
for....-

$5.98

Leather Shade Voils
Only a few more of the new Leather Shade
Voile Skirts left at..-......-...- -..-...... $12I
These skirts are worth $15.00 to $17.50.
,suit Department)

00

CARPET SPECIAL
,
Them is no reason why We should reduce any piece
0
of carpet in our house, for we can hardly get enough
to supply the denand now, but Thursday is harg3in
day on tffe second floor so we have decided to give
yon something worth coming after. here it is:
Best grade of Brussels Carpet in fine floral .or oriental
petterns. with border to match: suitable for any
room: made and laid for. per yard

65c

You will never have this chance again.
Printed Hemp Carpet, yard wide, genuine reversible
many good patterns, Thursday at,

per yd
i
1

.

5C

MATTING

Along with our regular under price Matting we will sell
T eiraday one lot of genuine hip Matting, red with inlaid
fieure, our regular .tec grade, Thursday,
pAr yard ....._

15c

REMEMBER
'

place in Paducsab
where you can buy Rugs, Lice
_
Curtains.
Swim
Kitting',
Qarpeta and anything In
and
Draperies at much less than you can In large cities sod
(
that Place Is

"here is a

,&
DPI'MOD.

/

CA ARB-T.,

E
IS

Where roll Get the Bestfor 1, ,..
II

COURT PASSES
TENCE ON BRIBER.

SEN-

Matchless Mulls* Union Suits
For Men
Ideal for Warm Weather Wear

Trip Planned by High<Whool Faculty
to Mariinuthpave by RiverProgram.
lei

oritinary eitenmatanceg. The splendid Armpits which we have

termine
_to have_one when you see them.

WILL US8 ittiEF

New Venire Is Ordered on Trial of
Mayor Schmitz, of San
Francisco.

unusual

chance for yon. because $35 to $50 would not be too high under

WEDNESDAY, MAY all.

San Francisco, Cal., May 29.-Tomorrow is the day set for the sentencing of Abraham Rue( on
the
charge to which he pleaded guilty two
CH
CH FOR THE GRADUATES. weeks ago of extorting $1,12-5 from
the proprietor of Delrnonicces restaurant on threat to prevent a renewal
of their liquor license, but sentence
At a conference last night at the will not be passed at this time. Rue(
Washington school building between will appear, the
prosecution
will
members of the school board commit- move postponement of sentencing and
tee on examinations and course of Judge Dunne will acquiesce.
study and Superintendent elect John
The prosecution prefers to delay
Carnagey, principals of the different
Ruef's punishment until after he has
buildings were examined In regard
l appeared as a witness against public
to the teachers under them, and it is
service corporation officials, Mayor
understood all the old teachers were I
SchmItz and others now under inrecommended for, reelection. After
.dictment.
the conference Superintendent Lieb
New 'e entre for Schmitz.
was visited in his private office and
Sixteen talesmen were examined
requested to make recommendations.
Two teachers signified their inten- In the trial of Mayor Schmitz. All
tion not to make application for re- tbut one were excused for cause and
election: Miss Inez Bell, of the pri- George D. Cummins, the sixteenth
mary department at the Lee building, one, was peremptorily challenged by
the defense. Judge Dunne ordered
and Miss Bryant, of the primary department at the Washington build- a venire of 50. to be returned In court
Eight jurors have thus far been se
ing.
cured.
The Insinuation was made by AtNormal School Course.
County school graduates and teach- torney Heney for the prosecution,
ers are quick to take advantage of a that Sheriff O'Neill is not summoning
free scholorship In the Western trial jurors in a proper and Impartial
State Normal school at Bowling manner. Heney's statement was supGreen, and already several have ap- plemented by Special Agent Burns,
plied to County School Superintend- who declared Schmitz is using the
ent S. J. Billington for appointments. police department to gather evidence
County Superintendent BillIngton is In his behalf and for other like imallowed to appoint ten teachers or proper purposes. The defense decounty school graduates who intend nied the imputation that improper
to teach. The normal school opens means were being employed.
June 1 for an eight weeks' term.
Those who attended the winter and
fall terms did so•well in their school
work that others are anxious to go.
and Superintendent Billington thinks
that he will have over a score of applicants. Those holding the highest TWO-VE4R-OLD CHILD
HANGS
grades on their teachers' certificates
ITSELF TO A FENCE.
and the graduates making the higheel percents, are given preference.

$1.00 to $5.00
designing and making in the
UNDERWEAR
factory
Munsing
has been brought down
to an exact science. The materials have been
chosen for their softness and health-protecting
qualities and the designs are unique for the absolute comfort which may be obtained from the
great number of size variations which we carry
in stock.
We have all the popular shades---ecru, blue
and white---in French Balbriggan, Lisle and
Silk; either knee or ankle length and long or
short sleeves. Though Munsing suits are the
superiors of many of the highest priced union
suits, the prices range from only $1.00 to $5.00.

WM*E 5(SIM

Exclusive Distributors.

WAS IT SUICIDE?

Trip To Mammoth Cave.
A trip to Mammoth Cave has been
arranged for by Principal S. G.
Payne, of the High school, and members of the faculty. Many of the pupils have signified their intention of
going as well as several people of
the city. Cheap rates have been secured for the party. The present plan
is to leave Saturday morning. June 8,
on the Evansville packet, and from
Evansville proceed up Green river.
Professor Payne will not return to
the city, but the party will return by
boat and according to the schedule
will be gone eight days.

Mother • lakes Horrible Discovery
and There Is 'No Theory hut
Self-destruction.

Dwensboro, Ky., May 29.-At West
Louisville, a village a few miles from
here, Johnny Thompson, two and
one-half years old, was found dead.
hanging tot a high fence. with a tow
sing about hie neck. The neck was
broken, The discovery was made
by the child's mother, who is in paroxysms of grief.
The baby was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Thompson, members of
prominent families. The father recent
ly went to Texas and the baby has
wept bitterly each day for the absent
parent. There is nothing to prove
that the infant intentionally ended
ACCEPTED FOR BUILDING EN. Its life and yet it will be hard to explain why the child should
have
GI NE HOUSE HOSE DRYER.
climbed the fence and tied the string
around his neck and around the top
of the fence. The case has created a
Contract Let For New Roof on Fire grekt deal of excitement and the suiStation, No. 3-New Ordicide theory is held by many.
nances Ordered in.

NO BIDS

The fire and ordinance Committees of the general council met last
!eget at the city hall to open bids
for work on fire department buildings and to act on several oreinances.
The fire committee did not accept a
bid for reconstructing the hose drying tower at No. 1 fire station, the
bids being too high. The lowest was
$422. A contract was awarded
to
Fowler-Wolf company to put a new
tin roof on the No. 3 fire station at
Tenth and Clay streets to cost
$149.80.
The ordinance committee ordered
a measure providing for curbs and
gutters on Jefferson and Broadway
from Ninth to Eleventh streets. An
ordinance providing for the paving
of Jarrett street in Mechanicsburg
was also ordered. No action was taken on the ordinance outlining the
duties of building Inspector, it being
I to() voluminous to consider In detail
last night.

SKETCH ARTIST CALLED
TO RECORD A MORTGAGE.
Records of every description have
been recorded in County Clerk Hiram
medley's office. Some have been
difficult, but the first real "stumper"
case in the form of a mortgage filed
yesterday for record. The recording
in done In typewriting and the mortgage was copied until It came to the
signature. The signature was In
closed in a small square and had
nicely drawn hand
with extende
finger pointing to one
paretelfelTir
clause of the mortgage. The recorder
could not make the hand with the
typewriter, and neither
meld
he
draw It. An exact copy of the Instrument of writing had to be made,
and It was necessary to call a sketch
artist to finish the record.
Sketch of "Three Links" Building.
Pencil sketeheit of proposed changes in the "Thrt+ Links" building at
Fifth etreet and Kentucky avenue,
will he presented to the different
lodges this week for adoption. The
huileing committee accepted •
sketehee, but mine hare the ratilieal
tion of the lodges.

Little Girl Hurt,
Louise Virginia Head, the fouryear-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis P. Head, fell against a grate
yesterday and cut a gash in her forehead. She Is not seriously injured.

WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE

Sun Job Rooms
Phone 358-R

Does all kinds of printing

We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any printing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.

I

Or

409- 413 BROADWAY.

1.24 to 36 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
,the mouth will continue to fall slowly during the next 36 hours.
The Mississippi at Chester will rise
during the next 24 hours. From Cape
Girardeau to Cairo not much change
or fall slowly.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
,0.7fall
0.4) el'd continue rising during the next 36
2.4) rise hours.
4.0 st'd
0.0 st'd
• MURRAY.
0.4 fall
Murray, Ky., May 29.-Among
0.5 fall those who went to the
Confederate
1.3 rise reunion at Richmond
were: Wiley
0.2 fall Rogers, W. H. Barton, J.
Ed John0.3 rise son, W. 11. Purdom, E. S.
Duigiud,
4.2 rise Robert Spencer, Conn Linn and
wife.
0.2 rise
0.6 fall

RIVER NEWS
River Stages.

Cairo
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
Evansville
Florence
Johnsonville
Louisville
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
Pit tabu rg
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
Paducah • • .

29.6
4.5
21.5
13.3.
3.0.
6.5
7.4
7.8
9.2
7.4
15.1
12,9
13.1

Estimates are being gotten on the
cost of putting the towboat Wilford
into shape for service. The Wilford
has been tied up in the mouth of the
Tennessee river for many months. If
the work is undertaken, It will be
overhauled at the dry docks.
The excursion steamer J. S. arrived last night from Evansville and
after being coaled at the West Kentucky Coal company's docks, went to
Cairo this morning to run an excursion tonight.

The-.Meelellan-Tammany

Agreement
Seems To Re Thing of Pala.

New York, May 29.- Action of
Tammany senators in urging recount
bill in the senate shows that reconciliation effecte3 between Mayor McClellan and Tammany has fallen
through. The senate today by a vote
of :18. to 8 passed the blii providing
fcr a re-count of the ballots cast in
the McClellan-Hearst mayoralty election of 1105, in New York City. One
Republican voted with seven Democrats against the bill, which is one of
the measures specially urged for passage by Governor

CHOICE
ACRE HOMES

The Saltillo appeerea unexpectedly early this morning from the Tennessee river and left at 7:34) o'clock
for St. Louie. Business was light
for this point with the Saltine..

Prices from $250 to 45

Joe Ballard has returned from/
visit in Louisville and will leave tomorrow on the Chattanooga. Late
this afternoon the Chattanooga will
be let off the ways and will leave on
Thursday at noon for Chattanooga.
Inspectors Qreen and Bt. John will
be here Write..
On account of Decoration day tomorrow, the 'Dick Fowler will have
excursion rates to Cairo and Mound
City. No special trips are planned.
but the George Cowling in the Metropollis trade, and the Royal In the
Golconda trade will handle extra
crowds.
A Nashville boat is expected to
arrive tomorrow to go on the ways
for repairs. The Mary Stewart will.
leave in a few days for the upper
Ohio river.
The Cumberland river trade was
Dunbar,
represented today by the
that packet having arrived last night
and left at noon today for Nashville
The 'Rummell Lord left today for
St. hOilis with a hig tow of ties from
the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
The Jim Duffy arrived this afternoon from the Cumberland river with
a tow of ties,
The Mary N., of the St. Bernard
Coal company, MRS puffing around
the harbor this morning coaling the
Dunbar.
A fall of 6 was registered on the
gauge this morning for the last 24
hours. The stage of 13.1 is twice as
high as the stage on the same date
last year. Business was good at the
wharf today.
pass up
will
The Peters Lee
Thursday afternoon - from Memphis
for Cincinnati,
The Joe 'Fowler handled good business In the Evansville trade today
The Fannie Wallace la getting her
boilers cleaned out and other alight
repairs today.
•
--f)fihrlal Forecasts.
. The Ohio, at Svanaville and Mt.
Vernon
Ill rise during the next
three .
At Paducah and Cairo
will
falling during thereditt

FALLS THROUGH.

for large roomy home sites, one

acre and more in each piece, fronting on 100 foot gradtd avenue, some of them on 00 foot go-meted street, terms

pay-

ment 1-8 cash, balance one and two years' time.

Located on Pines road between Thomas Boswell and
Boswell lands. The 100 foot avenue theee offers on,

Lloyd

is to be

extended through Gregory Height lands, and only about two
blocks from these lands to Electric railroad through Gregory
Heights lands.

Am selling home sites here by the acre at lower price than
OM'

ordinary 54) foot lots will he selling across Pines road In Gregory Heights tract in few weeks. ‘'ery best residence location
in reach of Paducah and where will 44 the high grade residence sectionn of future. Get bargains now by the acre and
have plenty

room.

See Plat and Look
at Land Before Choice
Selections Are All Gone

.

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r

